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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
THE ETHNOLOGICAL SURVEY,

Manila, October 31, 1904.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit two papers, one a grammar and

vocabulary of the Xabaloi dialect of Benguet, by Otto Scheerer, the other

a brief account of the Bataks of Palawan, by Edward Y. Miller, governor
of Palawan. I recommend that these papers be published as Parts II

and III of Volume II of the scientific studies edited by the Survey.

Very respectfully,

MERTON L. MILLER,

Acting Chief of The Ethnological Surrey.

Hon. DEAN C. WORCESTER,

Secretary of the Interior, Manila, P. I.
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PREFACE

Some time ago the Hon. Dean C. Worcester, Secretary of the Interior

for the Philippine Islands, put into my hands a hound volume containing

450 pages partly printed, partly in blank a full programme for the

ethnological study which he desired me to write of the Ibaloi Igorot

of northern Luzon. Adverse circumstances did not admit of my filling

out more than one chapter of general information about this tribe in

addition to the twenty-nine schedules which were designed to take

in an extensive vocabulary of its dialect.

From a desire to work out at least the linguistic part of this study

to the full extent of my knowledge, I afterwards wrote in Japan and

dedicated to the distinguished gentleman just named a paper entitled

"Notes on the Nabaloi Dialect," in which I reviewed in a methodical

manner the pronunciation of the language and the different parts of

speech, giving under each heading idiomatic examples and finishing with

a short conversation and a few notes on Nabaloi music and singing.

Both manuscripts were compiled into one paper by Dr. Merton L.

Miller, the Acting Chief of The Ethnological Survey for the Philippine

Islands, who remitted the same to me for a final revision with many
valuable suggestions. I have added a paper entitled "The Ibaloi Igorot

seventy-five years ago," being the translation of an account of a Spanish

expedition against this tribe in the year 1829 and token from a work no

longer easily to be obtained. This seemed to me to merit being brought
to light again, as-it is highly instructive on the past of the Ibaloi Igorot.

If the present memoir proves of interest I am sure this will be

due to a great extent to the part taken in its completion by the excellent

collaborators above mentioned. Complements like the pictures, the

map, and other details (I mention only the much-to-be-welcomed

spelling "Igorot" of The Ethnological Survey against "Igorrote" in

my manuscripts) are indeed, as regards me, only "borrowed plumes."
OTTO SCHEERER.

TOKYO, July, 1904.

The thanks of The Ethnological Survey are due Mr. C. Everett

Conant, of the Bureau of Public Lands, for looking over the manuscript
of this paper. If Mr. Scheerer were in Manila he would be the first to

express his obligation to Mr. Conant.
95





THE NABALOI DIALECT

THE IBALOI IGOROT

TRIBAL NAME

The tribe whose language is discussed in the following pages is not

commonly
'

known by a special name, but is designated generally by
the comprehensive term "Igorot." Another favorite Spanish term for

this and other Philippine mountain tribes who obstinately refused

to be converted was "infieles" that is, pagans. This latter term is,

of course, in no sense a tribal designation, but merely includes in

one great group the people of the Philippines who did not accept

Christianity.

The term "Igorot" first occurs in the chronicles, in its original form

"Ygolotes," as a designation for the mountain people of the then

unknown hinterland of Pangasinan and Ilocos (to-day known as the

provinces and districts of Benguet, Kaiapa, Amburayan, and Lepanto);

subsequently its use extended, and it has often been applied without

discrimination to any number of non-Christian mountain tribes of

north Luzon or of Luzon in general. This enlarged use of the name

though not wrong, if only etymologically considered is misleading and

should be discontinued to avoid further confusion.

More careful authors have employed the terms "Benguetanos" and

"Igorrotes of Benguet," wr

hich, while more precise, still fail to distin-

guish the tribe here under review as a unit from its congeners in and

around that same province.
'

A native of Benguet, when asked by an outsider about his tribal

connection, will answer, lyudut-ak that is, "I am Igorot" but let the

same question be raised among natives from the south and others from

the northwest of that province and it will elicit replies, Ibaloi kame

that is, "We are Ibaloi" from the former, and Kaiikanai kame that

is, "We are Kankanai" from the latter, in which replies a direct

reference is made to the different dialects spoken by the two parties,

namely, Nabaloi and Kankanai. I have therefore used the term Ibaloi

'It will be readily seen that "Benguetanos," for the purposes of this study, includes both too

much and too little. The term includes properly all the people of Benguet, though some belong to

the group here under review and some do not. The .same may be said of "Igorrotes of Benguet." a

term which includes all the Igorot in the province, both those speaking the dialect here considered

and others, but fails to include those of the same speech outside of Benguet.
97



98 THE NABALOI DIALECT

Igorot as a clear and precise designation of that division of the Igorot

who know themselves as Ibaloi and their language as Nabaloi.

The etymology of the words Ibaloi and Igorot is gathered from

Dr. T. H: Pardo de Tavera's Etimologia de los Nombres de Razas de

Filipinas and is as follows:

Igorrote is composed of the root golot (mountain chain, in Tagalog) and

the prefix < (dweller in, or people of) and means "mountaineer" (in German,

Bergsassen).

The same author says:

Inibaloy is the name of a dialect spoken by the Igorrotes, and this word, in

Ilokano, signifies simply "language of strangers."

For further explanation Padre Carro's excellent Vocabulario Iloco-

Espaiiol
1

gives us baliu, which is doubtless the same as bdloi, meaning
"the farther side of a river or of the sea," and i-baliu, or taga-baliu,

"stranger or person from beyond the seas," such as the Chinese or

European.
CHINESE INFLUENCE

I have not been able to discover among the Ibaloi Igorot with whom
I have been in contact any tradition to support the idea of their

having come from somewhere beyond the seas; but a reference here

suggests itself to the followers of the Chinese corsair Limahong, who,
when besieged in 1657 by the Spaniards in his encampment at the

mouth of the Agno River, Province of Pangasinan, made good his

escape, according to the chronicles, by abandoning part of his troops, ,

who took to the hills. "It is popularly supposed," says John Foreman
in his book, The Philippine Islands, ''that from these fugitives

descends the race of people in that province [Pangasinan] still

distinguishable by their oblique eyes and known by the name of

Igorrote-Chinese.
' '

There is surely nothing markedly Chinese in the bodily appearance
of the Ibaloi Igorot nor, as far as my knowledge of Chinese goes, in

their customs and , religious ideas, which on the contrary I take as

typically Philippine to such an extent that we may study in their

light the past of the civilized lowlanders. Spanish authors have been

inclined to see an indication of Chinese influence in the frequent
occurrence in the Nabaloi dialect of the Spanish ch; this is indeed

uncommon in the other Philippine tongues, which seem more apt

generally to pronounce this sound as t; but even the Ibalois, who, on

the supposition that they are descendants of Chinese, and who have the

sound ch in their vernacular, would most likely retain the same in

an imported Chinese word, have in their vocabulary the word i-tsa for

the Chinese word cha (tea) (see ch, p. 102), which is known all over the

1 Vocabulario Iloco-Espafiol, Fr. Andres Cairo, Manila, 1888.
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THE NABAL01 DIALECT 99

Islands. On the other hand, I have found among Ibaloi personal names
some that are pure Japanese words, such as kartri (in Japanese,

"light," "not heavy") and toA-ai
1

(in Japanese, "high," "dear"), and

it is also interesting to note that one of the present headmen of

the Igorot at Baguio, capital of Benguet, bears the very name of

Limahong's lieutenant, Sioco, whom the old chronicler, Caspar de

San Agustin, states to 'have been a Japanese. Further investigation

in this direction will show whether these are more than accidental

similarities.

EXTENT OK TERRITORY

Several allusions have already been made to the location of the

Ibalois and the extent of the territory occupied by them. The center

of their territory is the country around Baguio, the present capital of the

Province of Benguet; its limit in the north is fixed by the raneherias

of Kabayan, Atok, and Kapangan; in the west by those of Sablan

and Galiano; in the south by the rancherias situated in La Union and

Pangasinan Provinces on the southern foothills of the Mangitkiran

complex. From these last, however, must be excepted some that are

peopled by Igorot, called by the Ibalois bdgu (Ilocano, bago, "newly
arrived person," "newly converted Christian"), who, according to

reports, were deported thither from farther north by the Spanish
Government. The eastern limit would be the Agno River between

Kabayan and San Nicolas but for some outlying Ibaloi settlement*

beyond the river in the district of Kaiapa.
The number of individuals composing the Ibaloi must be between

12,000 and 15,000. The total population of Benguet is 15,000, but

it is doubtful if the number of Ibaloi Igorot living in La Union,

Pangasinan, and Kaiapa would make up for the deduction to be made
for Igorot residents in Benguet who are not Ibaloi.

For the surrounding tribes in whose midst the Ibaloi Igorot live they
have the following names: Toward the northwest and the north, the

Kankanai and Katauguan (Sp., Cataoan) Igorot; northeast and east,

Igorot which the central body of Ibalois call Bmol; south, Panycusinan,

Idoko (Ilocanos), and Bayu; west, Idoko (Ilocanos) and Kankanni. The

term bmol is not so much a tribal name as a hateful designation of the

head-hunting, cattle-thieving, and kidnaping Igorot living around and

south of the mountain Data in what is sometimes called the Kahumlan or

territory of the Busol. With them the Ibalois have lived since olden

times in deadly feud. (Compare the Ilocano words "busol," hostility,

and "kabusor," he who wishes or does evil to another; enemy in war. )

For the people living in the foothills and plains to the south and west,

be they Christians or Igorot, the Ibaloi Highlanders have also the

general term Ikaptangan that is, people living in the hot lowlands.

i Compare also Pangasinan atagey,
"
high."

25586 2



100 THE NABALO1 DIALECT

It is, of course, easy to see that the various divisions of the Jgorot
are more closely related one to another than they are to other tribes,

but they do not have the idea of belonging to a race or nation in the

same precise and developed form in which both ideas are present in

our mind. Their scant culture and their natural inclination to live an

independent and retired life in their mountains render them rather dull

in conceiving and indifferent in retaining ideas that go beyond their

immediate horizon a disposition that does not, however, prevent

their being shrewd though silent observers of what they see of the

outer world. They are conscious of a closer kinship with the

neighboring Igorot tribes and also of consanguinity Avith the Christian

lowlanders from whom they are separated, more than by anything else,

by the fact that the latter have adopted Spanish faith and civilization.

The diversity of dialects, which to some would seem a great barrier,

does not appear so to them, for what indeed are all these dialects,

nearly uniform in roots, construction, and mode of expression, but so

many variations of one and the same melody? If to the racial ties

thus conceived is added their consciousness of living in the same land

and of having shared, at the hands of the Spanish conqueror, for

hundreds of years, more or less the sanje fate as the other colored

Christian or non-Christian inhabitants, we can not doubt that the

Ibaloi Igorot also are waking up to the idea of nationality.

ELEMENTS IN NABALOI

Until authentic vocabularies have been gathered from the tribes to

the north and east,
1

making possible a more comprehensive study of

Nabaloi, it must suffice to state that this dialect is composed of three

elements, viz, Pangasinan, Ilocano, and a third which may be genuine
Nabaloi or which will more probably dissolve itself again upon further

examination into various components. The first two elements appear
more or less disfigured by the different idiomatic pronunciation of

these Igorot; the Pangasinan oala, meaning "there is," which becomes

guara, and the Ilocano darayan, a kind of banana, which becomes

charayan, may seTve as typical instances of the changes so occurring.

The influence on Nabaloi of the language of Pangasinan, from which

province the main body of the Ibaloi Igorot is separated nowadays by
the little-inhabited mountain complex of the Mangitkiran Peak (Monte
de Santo Tomas), seems to have taken place in a former period of

probably closer proximity of the Ibaloi Igorot and the people of

Pangasinan.
2

The Ilocano language, on the other hand, appears still to continue

feeding and modifying the Nabaloi; the Nabaloi dialect, in fact, is used

1 Mr. Scheerer had not seen Volume I of the publications of the Survey when this was written.

Volume I, The Bontoc Igorot, by Dr. Albert Ernest Jenks, contains exhaustive vocabularies of a

people north of Benguet.
2 See on this point Historia de Ilocos, by Isabelo de los Reyes, pt. n, pp. 169-171. (Account

of a Spanish expedition against the Igorot.)
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only within the tribe. In conversation with outsiders and on official

occasions Ilocano is spoken, of which nearly all Benguet Igorot have a

colloquial knowledge.

DIFFICULTY IN REDUCING THE DIALECT TO WRITING

Nahaloi, never before reduced to writing, presents to the student

certain difficulties inasmuch as the pronunciation is often varying,
hard to catch, and puzzling to fix by letter. These Igorot arc-

moreover very careless speakers; the Nabaloi equivalent for "no," for

instance, will be heard most often as rlii or nchi, sometimes as /*//,

but hardly ever in its true form ancJii, which is the Pangasinan andi,

same as Tagalog hindi.

Different valley communities have different terms for one and the

same thing, and even within one rancheria or settlement inquiry for the

name of a certain thing will often raise a controversy about the proper
word. I point this out not in order to enhance but rather to limit the

value of the vocabulary given herewith, in which doubtless there may
be found many errors. I pretend to have cut only a narrow trail

through the jungle of this hitherto unexplored territory, but by the

light thus let in further investigation will be made easier and more

satisfactory.
THE NABALOI ALPHABET 1

[Abbreviations: N., Nabaloi; I., Ilocano; P., Pangasinan; T., Tagalog;

Sp., Spanish; Corr. Sp., corrupted from Spanish.]

PRONUNCIATION

Taking for a standard the Spanish alphabet, I begin with some remarks

on the pronunciation, comparing at the same time the Nabaloi sounds

and words with their equivalents in the neighboring dialects.

A
This vowel occurs

(1) Pure in ama, father; alum-inn, a certain fern.

(2) Corrupted into e or even i by hurried pronunciation in Bana*ngan, name of

a locality; asa-k, to plant;- pita'-k, mire.

(3) Obscured and scarcely audible in ba*dat, skin; a3
nchi, no, is not; vfmbulat.

heavy, and others.

B

(1) Pure in belbel, pine tree; bidin. command.

(2) With a short exploded M after it before a; buka, cow; baknany, rich man,

headman; inatabd, fat.

(3) Passing into f as heard in the northern Ibaloi rancherias; fudai for biidai,

land, soil, earth, country: falei for bald, house. (See also under F.)

1 Except where used to give prominence to letters in the alphabet, the use of italics throughout

the text is confined to words of the Nabaloi dialect.

2 In this, as in other cases later on, I render the Nabaloi root word indicative of an action by the

English infinitive.
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C

The Spanish lingup-dental c does not occur in Nabaloi. (For guttural c before

a, o, and u, see under K.)

Ch

The existence in Nabaloi of this consonantal diphthong has served to strengthen.

Spanish authors in their opinion regarding the Chinese descent of the Igorot. A
comparison with other native dialects shows this sound to be most often an

idiomatic substitute for the d of the lowlanders, as already stated by Sinibaldo

de Mas. It likewise replaces I or r:

Chalan road I. dalan Machim afternoon I. malem
Achdlem deep I. adalem Chius God Sp. Dios

Child tongue I. dila Bilchi green Sp. verde

Chud two I. dua Sdmpnlanclio a town Sp. San Fernando

(
For ch instead of r see under K. )

r>

Notwithstanding the substitution of ch for d, as illustrated in the preceding

examples, there are found many words that retain the d: Adirum, shadow,

ghost; duungan,
1 the space under the house; angkddias, light of weight; anddyot,

hard; andufit, soft; dennet, designation for a phase of the moon.

D in Nabaloi stands very often also, though not always, for I in llocano,

Pangasinan, etc. : Mabadin, possible, to be able ; I., mabalin ; Idoko, I., Iloko
;

diipa, face; P., lupa; Manida, T., Manila; chukudan, bedstead; P., dukulan.

The Ibalois further pronounce a d nearly always before the sound y: Adyab, to

call ; I., ayab ; dyo, your ; I., yo ; kabadyo, horse ; Sp., caballo. ( See also under

T.)

E

(1) The characteristic e in the Philippine dialects, fluctuating between e and i:

Akcs, belly; guanet, rope; ngeras, lazy. (See also under I.)

(2) Very open and broad, like the German o in exduk, egg; kerul, thunder;

teul, fool.

(3) Like the nasal u in English "lull," but a little nearer to the Spanish c;

I render it by OB: Ulccs, shawl; angasl, body; maptamg, good; abutceng, drunk.

The name of the Province of Benguet is pronounced by the natives B6ng-ngoet.
2

F

Its use appears to be rather unsettled. While constant in some words as,

for example, andufit, soft; udufen, to accompany somebody, but manudup, to

go together in others it is heard indifferently as f or p for example, apil or afil,

different; Kupit or Kufit, a female name.3 As a consequence of this tendency to

interchange p and / the Ibalois share with other Philippine peoples the inclination

to substitute p for the f in Spanish words. They say Sampiddncho for San

Fernando, pirino for freno (bridle), etc. (See also under B and P.)

1 Duungan (doongan), in antiquated Tagalog, a landing place for boats. It may be inferred

herefrom that the Ibalois once lived and built their houses, in true Malay fashion, on the shores of

navigable waters.
-
Binrj-ng<zl (in Ilokano, entanglement), the act of somebody or some thing being caught in a

thicket or a tight plaee.
3 Igorot rice wine is called "tapui" by the llocano, but "tafei" by the Igorot.
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G
Always hard: Pagei, P., palai, paddy; inrtdigat, difficult; apag, flesh, meat. A

hard g also appears in Nabaloi before the diphthong oa or ua of the lowlanders, the

wa of the modern Filipino orthography, thus: Asagoa, spouse, consort; T., asawa;

guanet, rope; I., uanet; gualo, eight; T., walo; guara, there is; P., oala; in T.,

\vala, there is not.1

gr

This nasal occurs in Nabaloi the same as in all other Filipino dialects: Ngeras,

lazy; angalutoi, slippery; tungan, to sit down; I., tugau.

H
This aspirate does not occur. For comparison I give some Tagalog words

containing this letter and their Nabaloi equivalents:

Hangin (wind), chagein ; kahoi (wood), kiu; buhoc (hair), buck.

I

I calls for no other remark than the general one applying to all Filipino

dialects, that it is often not to be distinguished from e. A distinct i is heard in

some words as, for example, in bidin, command
; Pias, name of a rancheria ;

tag-in, cold; chiai, here. An ambiguous i appears in tiling, charcoal; Bagio,

capital of Benguet; Piko, a rancheria; palit, dear, where the i might also be

pronounced as a short, sharp e. (See also under E.)

J
This Spanish sound does not exist in Nabaloi. The name Juan is pronounced

Kuan.

K
The common k is found in words like toktok, head; kechil, pig; kame, we; kiu,

wood; Kolkol, a personal name. In other words it is pronounced like ch in

Scottish loch, a sound for which I employ the letter x: Ixamen, mat; I., ikamen;

exduk, egg; I., itlog; T., iklog; achaxel, much, many; I., dakkel, great, large;

asixen, old man; P., asiken; puxau, hawk.

Pronounced as in Spanish ; Malinas, clear ; malukon, pregnant ; chala, blood
;

chila, tongue; antoleng, black. (See also under D and R.)

LL
This Spanish sound does not exist in Nabaloi. In pronouncing Spanish words

containing it the Ibaloi convert it into dy : Sp., silla, sildya.

M, N
Pronounced in the ordinary way.

N
This Spanish letter does not occur.

O
Sometimes a pure o, as in andayot, hard; toktok, head; ootik, small, etc. In

other words it passes into for example, Bagio, capital of Benguet; antoleng,

black; aso, dog.
2

1 It may be noted that the same difference in spelling is found in the old Spanish authors; Caspar
de San Agustin writes Limasagua for Limasaoa and Tanaguan for Tanauan. In Morga we find

timagua for timawa, but Vava for Guagua in Mas.
2 It should be noticed that ce, is used to indicate the third sound given under E.
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While invariable in some cases, as in paMt, dear; pdltoy, gun; pisus, Sp., peso:

in others it passes into /, as shown under that letter.

This letter is not used in writing Nabaloi.

K
Pronounced with the tongue and rather softly: Era, they; marikit, pretty.

Note also the following letter changes: Chala, blood; I., dara; diros, clock, watch;

Sp., reloj ; chinggol, quarrel; I., ringgor; gicha, war; Sp., guerra ; tiling, charcoal;

P., uring; kuldyo, mail; Sp., correo; Alinyay, a town; I., Aringay; diraldyo,

newspaper; Sp., diario. (See also under L and Ch.)

S

Sharp in kosipos, to roll up; asas, to see; chaschasan, peel, etc. Soft in sudat,

to write; sigcd, well, right, and others.

T

Pronounced as ordinarily, though it is often not readily distinguished from d by

an European ear.

U

Short in nutnut, to talk; kadut, to tie, etc.; long in lunu, to kill; unas,

sugar cane, etc.

V, W, X, Y, Z

For w and y see under G and D, respectively. The other sounds do not occur,

excepting perhaps v, which approaches the soft Nabaloi It, and x, which is used

to represent the second sound given under K.

DIPHTHONGS

eu

A broad c joined to a short u: Jiadeu, song; Aleu-eu, a personal name, etc.

ei

Sounds like the diphthong in English they, and takes the place of the llokano

ni : Aid, dead; ultci, liver; balei, house; pagci, paddy.

on

A long hollow u. This sound corresponds to the ao in lowland dialects: Akou,

sun, day; T., arao; payon, rice field; iron, a big snake; Palou, name of a locality;

tnpou, top of mountain; I., tapao..

an

Like ow in English cow: Puxau, hawk; talau, star; kalau, a bird.

oi

Like the diphthong in English coy: Angalutoi, slippery; Nabaloi, name of this

dialect, etc.
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HIATUS; TRANSPOSITION OK VOWEI.S

There are in Nabaloi, as in Ilocano, certain words the correct

pronunciation of which requires a distinct hiatus to he interposed
between two syllables. Of this kind are : Tay-iii, cold

; Pindu-an,

Attu-eu, ftam-ol, three personal names; bullnd-6, butterfly; alfint-am,

a fern
; wn-a/i, to go to see.

The hiatus in question is like the one we make in English in such a

word as tick-tack.

It may be remarked finally that there are to be found in Nabaloi

examples of that curious transposition of vowels within one word that is

met with also in Ilocano and other native dialects. By a change of this

kind the word amb&linget, dark, for instance, will be heard as ambWunyet,
and others similarly. A certain author has seen in this capriciousness

in speaking one of the causes of the great variety of Philippine dialects.

SIGNS EMPLOYED

The two sounds fluctuating the one between e and i and the other

between o and w, for each of which the old Philippine alphabets had

only one character I shall not distinguish by special signs but write

words containing them as I have heard them. 1

I discard further the distinction in writing between the first and second

sounds under A, between the three kinds of C, and between the first and

second sounds under E, because, being influenced by the neighboring

dialects, they become more or less distinct according to the geographical

position of each rancheria. The examples given may suffice to illustrate

them.

Lastly, the difference between sharp and soft * and long and short u is

not so excessive as to render diacritical marks necessary.

There remain only three special sounds to be considered : First, that

which the Spaniards, finding it in all dialects of these Islands, rendered

by %, ng, or ny. Leaving aside the much-debated question how it can be

represented properly for popular, practical use, I retain in this study the

simplest Spanish form of writing the sound ///.* The two other sounds

1 Rizal repudiates for Tagalog orthography the use of the e altogether, which he says was

introduced by foreign writers. He admits only the i with two values i in the middle of a word

(Spanish i) and t in a final syllable a little more open, like y in Rnglish
"
carry,"

'

fluently" that is.

a sound between e and i. Of w he similarly says that in the middle of a word it sounds like the

Spanish u, but that it opens a little and takes an intermediate sound between o and u in final

syllables, a fact which, as in the case of e and i, leads some to believe that the Filipinos employed
o and u indifferently. Words with two o's of the intermediate sound, as tutoo. poon, etc., he

pronounces to contain really only a long final u. He admits therefore the letter o only for final

syllables, giving it the value of ou that is, darker than the Italian o.

- In passing I will only point out that the sign rt avoids the drawback which led Rizal to

admit reluctantly the old Spanish ng instead of the g proposed by him, viz, it does not destroy the

character of the assimilated panicle no, in contractions like Harih Itata for Hari na bata.

[The author proposed to adopt the character n in place of ny, but, in view of the fact that there is

not general agreement as to the wisdom of this course and also because the character ng is well

understood, it has seemed best for the present to represent the sound by ntj. ED.]
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are the ones described under E3 and the palatal fricative mentioned

under K. As both are constantly used and clearly heard they 'merit

distinctive signs, and I give them, the first with ce and the second with x

(Association Phonetique Internationale).

ROOTS AND PARTICLES

Nabaloi, like all Philippine dialects, is agglutinative, built up of roots

and particles.

By roots I mean here simply the words that convey a certain definite

and independent idea for example, apui, fire
; ootik, little

; bunu, to

kill
; chua, two. Particles I call here certain syllables which, taken by

themselves, have no meaning whatever and therefore never occur singly

in the sentence and which become significative only when agglutinated

to roots or compound words the meaning of which they modify in a

variety of ways. Agglutinative particles are either prefixed or infixed or

suffixed. Some examples will illustrate their use :

Prefix maka, meaningless if by itself, has the office of adding the idea

"owner" to the sense embodied in the stem. Taking, for instance, the

word balei, house, we get makabalei, owner of house; makakabadyo,

owner of horse, and so on.

Infix in serves to make the past tense of verbal forms. Stem: Tag-in,

cold; antag-in, to become cold; t-im-ag-in, to have become cold. In this

case the n of infix in becomes m for reasons of idiomatic pronunciation.

Suffix an denotes locality. Root: Apui, fire; apuian, fireplace.

The number of particles a stem may take is not limited to one. For

instance :

Root, Puetang, WARMTH, HEAT

+ Prefix ka and suffix an 1

ka-p(ue)tang-an Hot territory.

+ Prefix i I-ka-p' tang-an A person having his home
in the hot territory.

By certain particles a verbal force is given to nouns. For example,
to the compound word apuian, fireplace, the idea of "to use as" is

superadded by the prefix pan.

Thus
Saidiai e panapuian mo

(Lit.: This here the use as fireplace thine)

Would mean:

Let this be your fireplace; (or, briefly) make your fire here.

The same sentence is rendered as a statement in the past tense by

infixing into panapuian the particle in:

1 Ka ... an denote, among other things, the whole extent in which the idea expressed by the

root prevails. The above is an instance of this idea in concrete sense; for abstract ideas compare
T., layft, free; ka-laya-dn, freedom.
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Sdidiai e pinanapuian mo
(Lit.: This here the used as fireplace thine)

This is the place that served you to make fire; (or) you ma<le your fire here.

The notable point in this form is that it expresses both a thing and
an action, and that with this duality in sense accords its grammatical

appearance. It is preceded by the article like a noun and it can be

modified as to time like a verb. We can not then bring it justly under

either of these grammatical categories of ours, and the less we try to do

so the sooner we enter into the spirit of these idioms.
1

(Compare "The

verb, "p. 126.)
THE ARTICLE

DEFINITE

The definite article, used for singular and plural and for both genders,

is e, also pronounced * (Spanish pronunciation).
The declension of a noun with the definite article in English would

appear in Nabaloi as follows:
2

Nominative case: e daxi, the man; e balei, the house.

Possessive case: nedaxl, of the man; ne balei, of the house.

{sun daxi. to the man; 3 chi balei. to the house. 5

Objective case: < , . . v. * , iU u
[edaxi, the man; e balet, the house.

In speaking of persons the special article si is used with their personal

names and also with words which express kinship, as ama, father; ina,

mother; agi, brother, sister. It is likewise used with the pronouns iai,

this, and iman, that, if they refer to persons.

The different cases are shown in the following example:

Nominative case: */ Maten.

Possessive case: 'nan Mateo or ne Mateo.

Objective case: sun or sikan Mateo; i Mateo.

Si, if following a vowel, is generally abbreviated to
' and pronounced

as a suffix to the word preceding it, (See examples. )

INDEFINITE

The indefinite article is saxei, one, joined to the noun by the particle a.

It forms the following cases:

Nominative case: xaxei a auak, a child.

Possessive case: ne saxei a anak, of a child.

(sun saxei a anak, to a child.
Objective case: < .

, , ., ,

(saxei a anak, a child.

i It may not be superfluous to point out here that although I take our grammatical categories as a

ground plan for these notes and continually use terms taken from our grammar I use them because

they are familiar and not because grammatical terms used in a European language fit exactly a

Malayan dialect like Nabaloi.

-The word "declension" is used here merely as a matter of convenience. Strictly speaking, a

word which does not change in form to make the different cases is not declined.

3 The dative particle sun is used only for living beings. With inanimate things this case generally

bears upon relations as to space and is expressed by prepositions like chi and others.
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Examples

Akotai e daxiS

Akayang e kiu.

Baknang si Mateo.

Si Mateo e baknang.

Abadeg e balei ni Kastil.

Achaxoel e anak nan Kuan.

Anaxan-ko e puxil sun aso.

Inaspol-ko's capitan.

Guara's amamf

Chulong chi bald nan Mateo iai.

Ralei nan Mateo.

Balei-Matco.

Mapteng si iai.

Saidiai e balei ne saxei a, abiteg.

laxan-mo e sudat sun saxei a igudut.

Insas-ko e bii.

Guara insas-ko'n- bii.

Guara insas-ko chua'n bii.

Insas-ko achum a bii.

Achaxel e bii'n insas-ko.

The man is bad.

The tree is high.

Mateo is a headman (or rich man).
Mateo is the headman.

The house of the Spaniard is big.

Many are the children of Juan.

I have given the bone to the dog.
I have met the capitan (headman).
Is your father present?
These boards belong to the house of

Mateo.

The house of Mateo.

Mateo's house.

This (person) is good.
This is a house of a poor man.

Give the letter to an Igorot.

I have seen the woman (women).
I have seen women.
I have seen two women.

I have seen some women.

Many were the women I saw.

The emphasis obtained for "many" in the last sentence by putting
achaxel at the beginning and the definite article immediately after is an

idiomatic construction often to be rendered by such relative phrases of

ours as "it is he who," etc. For instance:

Sikak e kinilbig-to.

Saidiai e cha kapan sungura.
Sikam e angala ne kabadyo.

It is I who was struck by him.

This is the direction they are taking.

It is you who have been the bringer of

the horse.

THE NOUN

The Nabaloi noun has no distinctive forms to denote number or

gender.

The plural, if not left to be understood from the context, is

expressed by such, words as amin, all; achum, some; achaxfd, many,
etc. There are, however, in use some nouns, mostly belonging to

the Ilocano dialect, that form a plural by reduplication of the first

syllable plus the following consonant; for example: Balei, house;

bal-balei, houses; Hi, town; il-ili, towns; bilin, command, order; bil-bilin,

commands, orders.

To express the gender in the case of animals the words daxi, man,

1 Lit.: "Bad the man." It is well to point out here that Nabaloi entirely lacks the auxiliary verb

"to be," and that the idea of it is embodied in the noun (substantive, pronoun, adjective).

Instances of this, besides above examples, will occur continually in these notes. (See under "The

adjective.")
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and hi!, woman, or bidak'utn and kabadyan are made use of e futt'n

daxi, the dog; e asu' H /m, the bitch. Horse and mare are bilmdyo and

kabadyan;
1 the bull and the cow of the carabao, nuany a ka.dakiau and

nuany a kabadyan.
In a few cases distinct words are used for the male and female

animals, as: Male dog, asu; female dog, tinn; male cat, ptixa; female

cat, tina; male deer, mak-bet; female deer, ku-M-lnn.

USE OF FEW, MANY, ALL, SOME, NO, ANOTHER

The following examples show the uses of the forms few, many, all,

some, no, another, right, left, both, and are given here because a pail of

them show how the plural idea is expressed:

ffaxei a too
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USE OF
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English
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Adjectives are given a negative sense with the help of the particle ag.

For example: Ag-an-tdrem, not sharp, blunt; ag-ad&um, not ripe,

unripe, etc.

An adjective is intensified in meaning by the use of the expression

na chile or nga chile, thus: Ampetang, warm; ampetang na chile, very
warm.

Comparison is expressed as follows: Chi amin a bald, of all the

houses; saidiai e ampetang or saidiai e ampetang na chile, this is the

warm one (or the warmest).

THE NOUN AND THE ADJECTIVE

Examples

liado iai a balei.

tiadiai e badong bald.

Ituchom saxei a bado a balei.

7V;eM kaanan ne badong bald?

Chinan e badong balei?

Sepai e makabald niait 1

Bado da iai a bald; niman achaan.

Adufok iman a balei.

Dimufok iman a balei.

jVa/ca aman dagd ne saxei a balei.

Guara anan era ne saxei a balei abadeg
tan saxei a ootik.

Anchi balei-to.

Anchi balei-to ?

Anchi.

(luara.

Anchi abadeg a balei.
]

Anchi saxei a balei abadeg. j

.4 ligoang abadeg e balei.

Guara bald-to.

(fUara'd balei-to?

Guara era'd balei-to ?

Guara's aman chi balei-to f

Guara.

Anchi.

Guara anan bald-mo abadeg?
I'ian ko tumkalen suta balei dya ootik.

A toleng e kabadyok.
A niputi e kabadyo-to.
Aba teg e taad-ko.

Ootik e taad-to.

Malachim e load-to.

Taad-to ni Kuan a
(j-an tarem.

A diiia n c

This house is new.

Tli is here is the new house.

Show me a new house.

Where is the site of the new house?

Which is the new house?

Who is the owner of this house?

This house was new; now it is old.

That house is rotten.

That house has become rotten.

I am building a house.

They have a large house and a small one.

He has no house.

Has he no house?

He has none.

He has.

There is no big house.

The house is not big.

Has he a house?

Is he in his house?

Are they in his house?

Is your father in his house ?

He is.

He is not.

Have you a big house?

I wish to buy that small house (that

house which is small
)

.

My horse is black.

His horse is white.

My knife is large.

His knife is small.

His knife is sharp.
John's knife is dull (Lit.: Knife his of

John is dull) .

Our hut is old.

1 ./Wat (ne iai), genitive of iai, this.
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Bado c balei-mo.

Ootik e balei-cha.

Abateg e balei-cha.

Innktelak.

Inaktel-ka nuntan.

Sikdto maktel asanem.

A mpetdng-ak.

Ampetdng-ka nuntan.

Sikdto ampetdng asanem.

Akaydng-ak.

Akaydng-ka nuntan.

E aanak makaydng ammo (seemingly).

Akaydng e kioit.

Akaydng e kabadyo.

Akaydng e balei.

Akaydng e bato.

Malagita e balei.

Ootik e balei.

Ambdnao e kadubong.

Akaydng c tiid (the steep).

Antixe e tiid.

Akaydng e chuntuk.

Ootik e chuntuk.

Your house is new.

Their houses are small.

Their houses are large.
I am cold.

You were cold.

He will be cold.

I am warm.

You were warm.
He will be warm.
I am tall.

You were tall.

The boy will be tall.

The tree is tall.

The horse is high.

The house is high.

The rock is high.

The house is large.

The house is small.

The hat is large.

The hill is high.

The hill is low.

The mountain is high.

The mountain is low.

THE PRONOUN

PERSONAL AND POSSESSIVE

Genders are not distinguished by different forms. The personal

pronoun appears in two forms:

INDEPENDENT FORMS

( 1 ) The independent forms, Avhich can be used by themselves alone

to designate the corresponding persons:

Form
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These pronouns form the genitive with nan and the dative with sun.

Thus: Nan sikam, sun sikdto, etc.; si era, however, drops the si in these

cases: Nan era, sun era. From the following examples it will be seen

that the pronoun carries with it, like the noun and the adjective, the

meaning of "to be:"

Examples

Sikak e makaamta.

Sepai e angidai niaif

Sikame.

Insasko sun sikato.

Ubing ko si era.

Sepai sikam f

I am the one who takes care (of the

thing spoken about).
Who brought this?

We (did).

I have seen him.

They are my servants.

Who are vou?

FORMS USED ONLY IN COMPOSITION

(2) The forms used only joined to other words, the monosyllabic

pronouns thus becoming all but affixes :

Form
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PLATE LXXVIII. IBALOI WOMAN WITH CARRYING BASKET (KA-YA-BANG) ON HER BACK;
SUPPORTING CORD (A-FID) PASSES OVER CROWN OF HEAD.
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Form Nominative Genitive posse**iv<
fjarticles

First person singular ak, nak, 1 na '

First person plural kame, tayo

Second person singular ka

Second person plural kayo
Third person singular .. to

Third person plural era"

ko ('k),2 na,' ta 1

me, tayo

mo Cm) 2

dyo
to

cha, 4 ra

'Used with verbal forms only.
P., in.

2 Used as suffix to nouns ending in a, i, o. or .

I. and P., da.

The application of these possessive particles will be seen from the

following examples :

(a) With noun substantive terminating in ", /, o. or u

Bnro-k

Amt-k

My father

My shirt

My dog

My brother

Iita-M

&idi-m

Apu-m
&HJU-IH

Thy mother

Thy foot

Thy grandfather
Thv comb

Terminating otherwise

Bantai-ko

BnMmi-kn

Tnfri-ko

Bwlai-mo

Chifle-mo

Suan-mo

Bidin-to

Katap-to

Guanet-lo

My guard

My neck

My rice wine

Thy land

Thy rifle

Thy stick

His order

His cloak

His rope

Cltulan-iiie
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Possessive
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Note also place of pronoun in negative forms:

Ak-ko-pian I don't like. Ak-ak-amtt

117

\k-ak-6mta
|

Tunoei, kak-amta \

DUAL PERSONAL PRONOUN

The personal pronoun kita requires special mention. It comprehends
the first and second persons, "thou and I," together. It has no

independent form like those given at the beginning of this chapter, and
it can not be construed with nan or sun. Its possessive case is the same
as the nominative and can not be employed with other nouns than those

represented by verbal forms.

Examples

Andao kita chi Manida.

Abiteg kita.

Cha kita kapan kalbiga.

Cha kapan kalbiga sun sikatai/o.

Insas-cha sun sikatayo.

Balei tayo.

Bunuin kita iai a baka.

Thou and I go to Manila.

Thou and I are poor.

> They are beating thee and me.

They have seen us.

Our house (thine and mine).
Thou and I will kill this cow.

For further examples of the use of all personal pronouns with verbal

forms see tables under "The verb."

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN

Number and gender are not distinguished by different forms.

The following is a comparative list of the Nabaloi demonstrative

pronouns and those of the Ilocano and Pangasinan languages. I add

also for comparison the words for "here," "there," "now," and

"before," as the remoteness both in space and in time seems to govern
the use of these pronouns, though I can not give precisely the finer

shades in the respective meanings of each :

1

English Ilocano
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article when referring to something of which a previous knowledge is

presumed or which has already been mentioned. About the use of iai

and iman with the definite article see under "The article."

Examples

Iai a balei.

Raid iai.

Saidiai a bato.

Satan a aso.

Kiu sutan.

Akotai itan.

Saman a too.

Iman a sudat.

Amputi e aso ni iai
* a aanak.

Inaxan ko sun iman a too.

Imutok to suta Kastil.

This house (these houses).

This is a house (these are houses).

This stone here.

That dog.

That is wood.

That is bad.

That person.

That letter.

The dog of this boy is white.

I have given (it) to that man.

That Spaniard (of whom you know) has?

arrived.
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The past tense is expressed by adding at the end of each sentence

nitntan, meaning "before," and the future by adding n<>n> *<i,inn, or

awitem, meaning "later on."

TO BE THERE

/ am there

Guara-ak chiman I

Guara-ka 'd'man You
Sikam tan sikak guara kita 'd'man You and I

tiikdto guara 'd'man He
ftikdto tan sikak guara kame 'd'man He and I

Guara kayo'n chua 'd'man Ye (dual)
Guara era'n chua chiman They (dual)
Guara tayo 'd'man We (ye and I)

Guara kame 'd'man We (they and I)

Guara kayo 'd'man Ye (plural)
Guara era 'd'man They ( plural )

RELATIVE PRONOUN

The relative pronoun in Nabaloi, representing the English expressions
"which is," "which are," and serving for both numbers and all genders,

is dya. The rendering of other English relative constructions will be

gathered from the following idiomatic expressions:

Examples

8uta balei dya ootik.

E too dya dimaga niai a balei, atei da.1

Inamtik e kabadyo dya tinumkal-ko. 2

Ibaag-mo sun sikak suta ingkuan-to*
Suta kiu dya inasak-ko amanbadeg

siged.*

Angken sepai e dimaga baichan-to*

Angken ngaramto e basul mo, iktian-mo."

Ag-ak-inaxang suta kuan-to?

Bunuin-ko suta too'n s kinibot kabadyok.
9

Pangkabadyoan-ko suta anabui nan too.
10

That house which is small.

The man who built this house is dead.

The horse whicli I bought has run away.
Tell me what he said.

The tree that I planted is growing well.

Whoever did it shall pay for it.

Whatever your fault, tell it.

I do not believe what he says.

I will kill the man who stole my horse.

I will ride the horse that threw the man.

For few, many, all, some, both, no, other, see under "Noun."

'Lit.

2 Lit.

Lit.

Lit.
"

Lit.

Lit.

'Lit.

"The

died; T
"Lit.

10 Lit.

The person which was-builder of this house, dead already,

Has-run-away the horse which was-purchase mine.

Information thine to me that-which was-say his.

That tree which was-object-of-planting mine to-becoming great well.

Even who the was-doer will-be-payment his.

Even name-its the fault thine, be-say thine.

Not-I-believe that-which is-say his.

'n here affixed to too must be a mutilated copula na; I., a; iti tao & natai, the man who

,
taw6 'ng makasalanan, a sinful man
Object of killing mine that man who stole horse mine.

I-am-going-to use-as-horse mine that-which was-throwcr of person.
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INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN

The use of interrogative pronouns and of interrogative adverbs is

illustrated in the following examples:

WHO? Sepaf or Sepai?

8epa iman (or sepa'man) f Who is that?

Repai sikamf Who are you?
Kepa 'man (or iman) f Who is that person?

Sepai diai a daxi? Who, is this man?

WHEN? Pigan? or Kapiganf

Pigan e idao mo? When do you go?

Kapigan e imugao cha? When did they arrive ?

How MUCH? How MANY? Pigaf or Pigai?

Piga imbayad mo? How much did you pay?

WHERE? Tua? or Twdif

Twdi daguan mo? Where are you going?

WHAT? Dyano? (only as a single interjection)

Ngaramto? (Lit.: Its name.)

Ngaramtoif

Ngantoi?

Ngaramtoi mo kapan dagdf What are you doing?

WHICH? Chinan? Twai? Tua?

Twdi chalan tayo? Which is our road?

Chinan kabadyom?
Twai (tua) kabadyom?

Which is y ur horse?

Twdi paseng niaif I
Which is the wa^ to do this?

{
How is this done?

Twdi kabadyo dya tiwumkal-mo? 1 Which horse (or horses) have you
Chinan e kabadyo'n tinumkal-mo?

) bought?

WHY? Ngaramto? Ngaramtoi?

Ngaramloi imaxad-kaf Why did you go?

Ngaramto ag-mo-angdnan? Why did you not eat ?

Ngaramto ag-mo-anginoman? Why did you not drink?

Ngaramto ag-mo-anaxat chi balei-mo? Why did you not go home?

Ngaramto ag-mo-anaxat chi balei-mo Why did you not go home yesterday ?

kabuasan?

Ngaramto ag-mo anumkalan saxei a Why did you not buy a horse when you

kabadyo nem guara-ka chi Guasing- were in Washington?
ton?
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Bearing in mind the existence in Nabaloi of the special prefix maka,
to denote ownership, it is but natural that our query "Whose house is

this?" should in that dialect be : "Who is the owner of this house?"

Sepai makabalei niaif

tiepai makaasu niaif

ticpai makatdad niaif

Hcpai rnnkakadubong niaif

Whose house is this?

Whose dog is this?

Whose knife is this?

Whose hat is this?

ADVERBS AND ADVERBIAL EXPRESSIONS

A list of the more common adverbs follows with examples

illustrating their use and showing also how some English adverbs

are rendered:

Siged
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Examples

Papaseng-mo siged.

Istayan-ak atei.

Kanuim ali.

Ingis-to e dinkan-to.

Ampetang nga chile.

Kaadyam ootik.

Ibagdn-mo muan.

Insas-ko niman.

Inamtak nuntan.

Andao-ak nem akai.

Kachiman imutok-to.

Balei-mo iai?

Aligoa.

Aligoa'n iai.

Aligoa'n balei-ko.

Aligoa'n kinibot-ko binadnes-ko.

Adibaien-ta-ka nem kabuasan,

Tokala diai.

Andao-ka 'd'man.

Anchi chanum chiai.

Isumanan-mo angken chiman.

Achaxel e inaguat-to.

Ootik bingad e insas-ko.

Angsan numan sutan,

Sikdto atei a totogua.

Ingkuan-ko ngo.

Mapangdu iai.

Naunut era.

Aneng imugao-cha.

Agda aman-sakit.

Ag-ka mampapaddek.

Angken pigan ag ali aman-aadibai.

Do (it) well.

I was on the point of dying.
Come here quickly.

He did it the same way.
It is very hot.

Lift it up a little.

Ask again.

I saw it now.

I knew it before.

I shall go later on.

He arrived yesterday.
Is this your house ?

It is not so ; it is a different one.

It is not this, but a different one..

It is not my house (but that of some-

body else ) .

I did not steal it; I borrowed it.

I shall visit you to-morrow.

Come here.

Go there.

There is no water here.

You may put it there.

He has received much.

I saw only a little.

That is indeed too much.

He is really dead.

I have said (so) also.

This comes first.

They came last.

They have not yet arrived.

(He is) no longer sick.

Don't you gamble ; never gamble.

( He ) never comes visiting ( me ) .

PREPOSITIONS

The following examples show the idiomatic rendering in Nabaloi of

English sentences containing prepositions. Where Nabaloi prepositions

occur they are printed in boldface type:

Andao-ak chi Bengnget.
Andao kita 'd Bengnget.
Insas-ta kayo nan Kuan.

Sepai e inudup-mof

Era-ka-aman-bakal ne Kastil.

Na-kapan-asa sutan angkad diai.

Ama-dungaia'd' man e padok.

I go to Benguet.
Let us two go to Benguet.
I saw you with John. (Lit.: Of John.)

With whom did you go? (Lit.: Who
was your companion?)

They are fighting against the Spaniards.

( Lit. : They are being fighters of the

Spaniards.)
I am seeing that from here.

The river is visible from there.
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Chi Italei-ko

aragui.

E too inaribag-to chi kiu.

Isuman e tdad-ko chi palteng-ko.
1

Jsuman-mo e tdad-mo chi palteng-mo
asanem.

fsuman-ko e kadubong-ko chi damisdan.

To-kapan-iduung kadubong-to chi dami-

angkad balci-mo inai- It is far from my house to your house.

The man is standing on a log.
1 will put my knife in my pocket.
You will put your knife in your pocket.

I will put my hat on the table.

He is putting his hat under the table.

The deer is standing in the bushes.

I live at Baguio.
I lived at Baguio.
The monkey lives (Lit.: Sleeps) in n

tree.

The deer lives in the woods.

They are burning off the grass in Pias.

There is not even one good (man)

among them.

They are coming toward here.

I lend this (to you) till to morrow.

This timber is for my house.

This letter is for you (this is your

letter).

If (it were) not (for) you, I (would)
not go.

I did (it) by force.

I shall do according to your words.

One can not eat without working. ( Lit. :

If not work.)

We are talking about his office. ( Lit. :

His office (is) the topic of us.)

I did it with a knife. (Lit.: Knife was

my instrument in working.)
The house is by the river.

The house will be by the river.

The house was by the river.

Wood floats in the water.

A stone sinks in the water.

A gun sinks in the water.

An arrow floats on the water.

I will go to Washington with John.

I will go to Washington with my father.

Kimenneng e maxauas chi doot.

Sai balei-ko guara chi Bagio.
8ai balei-ko guara chi Bagio nuntan.

E bdxes mookip chi kiu.

Kai kauanan ne maxauas guara chi

chuntuk.

Era-ka-ama-muul e adet chi Pias.

Anchi mapteng sun sikara angken saxei.

Saidiai e cha-kapan sungura.
Pabaanes-ka iai angkad kabuasan.

Kiu ne balei-ko iai.

Sudat-mo iai.

Nem ag sikam, ikak-andao.

Pinilit-ko.

Dagen-ko kompolme (Sp., conforme) e

ingkuan-mo.

Ag mabadin na mangan nem ag ma-

nubda.

8aad-to e pinantabtabal-me.

Taad e -impandagak.

E balei guara inaidskang chi padok."

To be idiomatic this must be rendered:

Isuman-cha e balei inaidskang chi padok.
(They will put the house by the river.)

E balei guara inaidskang chi padok nun-

tan.

E kiu akaldiap chi chanum.

E bdto dimdned chi chanum.

E paltog dimdned chi chanum.

E panag akaldiap chi chanum.

Andao kame nan Kuan chi Guasington.
3

Andao kame nan dmak chi Guasington.

1 As Igorot have no pockets in the loin cloth and clonk which form their tribal costume 1 have

rendered "pocket" by palteng, which is a small wickerwork basket hung over the shoulder

and that takes all little odds and ends of everyday use. Occasionally things are also pnt away by

wrapping them into the folds of the loin cloth, an action which is called ibtittmg.
2 Idiomatic: Tivai kaaruin ne balei tot (Where is the site of his house?) ltniiii*kanji </// ;//>* r

kaaiu'tn-to. (Its site is near the river. )

3 Washington is pronounced by Igorot "Guasington.''
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Andao kame nan Kuan chi balei. I will go home with ,John.

Mapangdu-ak dya anaxat sun dmak chi I will go home before my father. (Lit.:

balei. I am going to be the first who goes

with relation to my father to house.)

Manunud-ak dya anaxat sun Kuan chi I will go home after John. (Lit.: I am
balei. going to be the last who goes with

relation to John to house. )

Manunud-ak dya anaxat sun dmak chi I will go home after my father.

balei.

Ibaag-ko sun kapitan maipoon ne baka. T will speak to the headman about the

cows.

He is on the horse

Is Inankabadyo-to

Was Inankabadyo-to nuntan

Will be Mangkabadyo-to asanem

The hat is on the table

Is E kadubong guara chi damisdan

Was E kadubong guara chi damisdan nuntan

Will be E kadubong guara chi damisdan asanem

The boiv is on the ground

Bow is Epana guara ohi budai

Arrow was E pana, guara chi budai nuntan

Quiver will be Suta balei-to ne pana guara chi budai

asanem

The knife is in my pocket

Is in my E tdad guara chi palteng-ko

Was in his E tdad guara chi palteng-ko nuntan

The horse is on the hill

Is E kabadyo guara chi chuntuk

Was E kabadyo guara ohi chuntuk nuntan

Inaipiril ne bdto By the stone

Inaiaskang ne bdto Near the stone

Inaitedted ne bdto Under the stone

Inaitdpo ne bdto On the stone

Inaipiig ne bdto Beyond the stone

Chi inaitdpo ne chanum On the water

Chi chanum In the water

Chi inaichdlem ne chanum Under the water

TO BE IN THE HOUSE

/ am in the house

I Guara-ak chi balei

You Guara-ka chi balei

You and I Sikam tan sikak, guara kita chi balei
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He (or she)

He and I

Ye (dual)

They (dual)

We (ye and I)

We (they and I)

Ye (plural)

They (plural)

Sikdto yuura chi bald

Nikdto tan sikak, yuara knmc chi bald
(Juara kayo chua chi balri

Guara cra'n chua chi bald. (Also:
Sikara'n chua guara chi bald.)

Guara tayo chi balei

Guara kamc chi bald

(1 tiara kayo chi bald

(! nara era chi bald

For the past tense nnntnn and for the future tense ana-item, or item

amnem are added at the end of the sentence.

CONJUNCTIONS

Sikak tan sikam.

Andao-ak niman tan kabuasan iulik.

Angken ikuan-mo ikak-manikan.

Angken inap-ko siged ikak-insas.

Baichan-mo-ak angken ootik.

Emenem atei si amam . . .

Nem pian-mo manudup kita.

Nem anuchan nem kabuasan ikakandao.

Nem asas-ko saxei a maxagoas paltogan-
ko.

Nem isikdiat-mo asu kaddten-to-ka.

Nem anaket kayo anookip-ak.

Andgachak
* chi balei-ko nem dinabung-

cha kabadyok.

Siged antungao-ka tap inabde-ka.

Nak-manganub tap nak-aman-akdn.

Akotai numnum-ko tap mo-ak-sinapdet.

Ikak-pian na mangan tap inab-sel-ak.

Ipastol-mo e kabadyo chi payou sai

antabd.

Ngaramto e dagenan mo so niaif

Impaaxad-ko sun sikdto ngem 2

agto-pian

angtungpal.
Akal makim ta 3 machichal.

Nem makcheng e uran angsikit.

Andao kita nem makcheng e mangan.

I and you.
I leave to-day and return to-morrow.

Although you say (so), I do not believe

it.

Although I searched well, I did not see

(it).

Pay me (something), even (if it he) a

little.

If (supposing) your father should

die . . .

If you like, let us go together.

If it rains to-morrow I shall not go.

If I see a deer I will shoot it.

The dog will bite you if you kick him.

I will sleep if you will be still.

I will go home when my horse is caught.

Better sit down because you are tired.

I am going hunting because I am

hungry.
I am angry (Lit.: Bad mind mine)

because you struck me.

I do not want to eat more because I am
satisfied.

Pasture the horse in the rice field in

order to have it become fat.

What do you do that for?

I told him to go away, 'but lie would

not obey.

Do not touch it, lest you break it.

After it has finished raining there will

be sunshine.

Let us go after having finished our meal.

1 AnAgachak, contraction of andpad-ak.

-Ngem (but) different from nem (if, when).
3 Ta I hold to be the same as tan. and.
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THE VERB

FORMATION AND GENERAL CHARACTER OF VERBAL FORMS

The Nabaloi verb presents the same fundamental character as the

verb of all the other Philippine dialects.

Divesting it of the agglutinated particles we find as kernel the

root word, the bare expression of a single idea. Such a root is, for

instance, day-a, meaning as well "the work" as "to work," "to do,"
"to make" (past tense, dimaga}. With the help of particles the

language developed these roots into words with more specific meanings,
not by establishing a distinction coinciding precisely with that in

English between nouns and verbs but by expressing through special

particles the closer relation existing, according to the sense of the

speech, between the activity denoted by the root on one side and the

performer or the object, the locality, the instrument, etc., of that

action on the other side. The words to which these particles have

been added and which express this relation are given the character of

nouns but they can be modified as to time like verbs.

Thus, from above root day-a, for instance, two forms are obtained:

(1 ) With prefix many mandag-a The worker, doer, maker. 1

(2) With suffix en dag-en The object of doing, making, the work.

The sentence "I make a house" can be doubly expressed:

Mandaga-ak ne saxei a bald (or) Saxei a balei e dagen-ko
Maker I of a house A house the work of me

(Past tense: Nandaga, was maker) (Past tense: Dingka, was work)

The question as to which of these two forms is to be used in any
case is decided by the accent the speaker is laying either on the

circumstance of his being occupied as one who builds or on the object

of his activity, the house, as will be seen from the following questions

and answers:

Ngaramto maudaya kaf Mandaga-ak ne balei

What worker you? Worker I of house

Ngaramto c dagen mof Balei e dagen A
-o

What the work of you ? House the work of me

The manner in which the relation existing between the verbal fo'rm

and another part of the sentence is accentuated by special particles is

illustrated further in the following examples:

Root, Al-a, To FETCH*

( Past, imala-)

1 Or "to be the worker, doer, maker." Compare footnote to examples under "The article."

-Al-a has not only the meaning "to fetch" but also the wide and vague one of English "to get'
1

in phrases like "get me a pencil."
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Prefix, many:

Sepal e mangold ne kabadyok ? Sikak c tnangala
Who the fetcher of horse mine? I the feteher

(Prefix, nung; past, nanyala)

Suffix, en:

Ngaramto e aaden-mof
What the object of fetching thine?

Kabadyom e aaden-ko
Horse thine the object of fetching mine

(Prefix, in; past, indn)

Prefix and suffix, pang-an:

Tioai c pangalaan-mo ne kin?
Where the fetching place thine of wood?

Chiman e pangalaan-ko
Over there the fetching place mine

(Infix, hi; past, phiaiu/alaati)

Prefix, pang:

Ngaramto e pangalam ne kiu? 1

What the instrument of fetching thine of wood

lai e pangalak
This the instrument of fetching mine

(Infix in; past, p'mangala)

Suffix, an:

Sepal e aadan'2 mo ne tabacof
Who the supplier thine of tobacco?

Si Mateo e aadan ko so
3

Mateo the supplier mine of this

Prefix, in:

(Past, itidacm)

This peculiar trait of making use of different verbal forms having the

character of nouns to mark the relation existing between the verb and

some other part of the sentence, or, in other words, to mark the

predominance in a sentence either of the performer or the object, locality,

instrument, etc., of the action, clearly shows the relationship of Nabaloi

to the other Philippine dialects, all of which have this peculiarity.

It is in keeping with this trait that the performer should be emphasized
whenever the object is a more or less indefinite one for instance, when

1 More idiomatically, nyaramto e paiiyngiu-mo f Root, kin, wood: pangngiu, to use something to

cut or fetch wood, also the thing so used.

-'The employment in this case of a form with suffix OH. which denotes locality, is interesting nut

only because it shows what the natives may conceive as locality at which an action takes place
but also because it shows how the English prepositional construction, "From whom do you get your
tobacco?" is expressed in Nabaloi.

3 1 am not sure that I translate so correctly by "of this."
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it has the indefinite article. Given the root bunu, to kill, "I kill a

dog" would he Manwnu-ak ne saxei a asu (Lit.: "Killer I of a dog,"

present or future), but "I kill this dog" ("this" emphasized) is

Bunuin-ko iai a asu (Lit.: "Killing object mine this dog," present or

future).
1 In both cases, however, the emphasis can be shifted again

by a yet stronger accentuation of the other part:

Saxei a asu e bunuin-ko, aligoa saxei a manok
A dog the killing object mine, not a chicken

And

Sikak e mamunu niai a asu, aligoa si Kuan
I the killer of this dog, not John

How a stem denoting not an activity but a thing may be given verbal

force has already been shown under the heading "Roots and particles."

The following are instances of the verbalization of roots signifying

substance with the help of the prefix mang: Kiu, wood; mang-ng'iu, to

cut or fetch wood; adet, grass; mang-adet, to cut and fetch grass (for

fodder).
ON PAKTICLES

The vigor, terseness, and elegance of the Malayan dialects, to which

Nabaloi clearly belongs, result from and are proportionate to the treasure

they all have of agglutinative particles of various meanings, coupled
with the pliancy of the root in admitting such particles. The particles

employed in the examples so far quoted are only some of the more usual

ones. They may further not be applied at will to any and all roots.

In the table following these explanatory remarks will be found the

conjugation of the verb "to plant," asak. This verb, to emphasize the

object, does not take the suffix en or in but the prefix i,
which in this

combination signifies the action expressed by the root as executed at or

with or with relation to the object in question: lasak mo iai a kiu, "Let

this tree be the object at (or with) which you execute the operation of

planting;" "plant this tree."

The manner in, which the root as well as the particle may be affected

phonetically through the agglutination that is, their tendency to melt

into each other will already have been noticed in the case of the prefix

mang, which, as shown, forms nomina agentis:

Before a the prefix many remains unchanged >nany-l
Before 6 the ny disappears, having converted ma-mutiu (root, bunu)
the b of the root into m

Before d the ny is reduced to n man-daya
Before k the ng assimilates the k of the root mang-ngiu (root, kiu)

I content myself with pointing out these letter changes as they occur

in the examples used by me, without attempting to establish any rules.

1 Compare also Iai a baka c bunuin ni (or nan) Kuan: This cow is John's killing object.
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ON TENSES

In verbal forms like those presented at the beginning of this section

(mandaga, dagen, mangala, aaden, pangalaan, etc.) it is not decided

whether the action is to take place now, presently, or at some later time.

If this is not to be understood from the sense of the speech it must be

made clear by adding such words as niman, now; asanem, later on;

kabuasan, to-morrow, etc. The range of this indefinite tense is limited

by the existence of only two other tenses:

(1) A continuative, signifying that the action has already begun and

is still progressing. This is formed (see the following tables) with

ka-aman (anm) for verbal forms emphasizing the agent, and ka-pan
1

for verbal forms emphasizing the object, locality, etc.

(2) A past tense, formed with prefix aH.gr (an, a) or nan-g (nan, Ha)
or man 2

for verbal forms emphasizing the agent, and with prefix or

infix in (?m) for verbal forms emphasizing the object, locality, etc.

PARADIGMS

Root, Btnut, To KILL

AGENT EMPHASIZED

Form
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Root, Asak, To PLANT

AGENT EMPHASIZED

Form
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To CAUSE TO PLANT

Root, Aaak, To PLANT

AGENT EMPHASIZED

Form
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Root, Asak, To PLANT

AGENT EMPHASIZED

Form
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PAST TENSE

Binunu-cha-ak

Binunu-cha gun sikato

Binunu-cha sun sikayo

They killed me; or, I was killed by them.

They killed him; or, he was killed by them.

They killed you; or, you were killed by them.

CONJUGATION OF TRANSITIVE VERBS

Root, Xalbig, To STRIKE WITH THE FIST

Agent emphasized Object emphasized

I am striking with the fist, etc.

Na-ka ama-ngalbig
Ka-ka ama-ngalbig

To-ka ama-ngalbig

Kame ka ama-ngalbig

Kayo ka 'ama-ngalbig
Era ka ama ngalbig

I struck with theflst, etc.

Angalbig-ak

Angalbig-ka

Angalbig-to

Angalbig kame

Angalbig kayo

Angalbig era

I strike with the fist (present orfuture) , etc.

Mangalbig-ak

Mangalbig-ka

Mangalbig-to

Mangalbig kame

Mangalbig kayo

Mangalbig era

/* being struck by me u-ith theflst, etc.

Ka-ka pan-kalbiga

Mo-ka pan-kalbiga

To-ka pan-kalbiga

Me-ka pan-kalbiga

Dyo-ka pan-kalbiga

Cha-ka pan-kalbiga

Was struck by me irith the fist, etc.

Kinalbig-ko 1

Kinalbig-mo

Kinalbig-to

Kinalbig-me

Kinalbig-dyo

Kinalbig-cha

Is struck by me with theflst (present orfuture), etc.

Kalbigen-ko

Kalbigen-mo

Kalbigen-to

Kalbigen-me

Kalbigen-dyo

Kalbigen-cha

1 Also pronounced kinilbig-ko.

Conjugation of the transitive verb, root "kalbig" (to strike with tliefat), with object

expressed by a personal pronoun
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Conjugation of the transitive verb, root "kalbig," etc. Continued
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Si Kuan pan kanai tinapui.

Si Kuan pan kanai aapag.

Si Kuan pan kanai ikan.

Si Kuan pan sidiupa chigu.

E kabadyo pan kanai tige.

E baka pan kanai adet.

Epdiyad pan kanai tige.

Epdiyad pan kanai bekds.

Na-ka-aman inom ne chanum.

Anginom-ak ne chanum.

Manginom-ak ne chanum asanem.

Si Kuan aman inom ne chanum.

E kabadyo aman inom ne chanum.

E ngiau aman inom ne chanum.

E am aman inom ne chanum.

E pdiyad aman inom ne chanum.

E kabadyo tindbui-to e adnak.

Saman a kabadyo tabuien-to-ka.

Xak-manganub saxei a maxdgoas.
Xak-manulo ne bued.

John is eating bread.

John is eating meat.

John is eating fish.

John is eating sonp.
The horse is eating corn.

The cow is eating grass.

The bird is eating corn.

The bird is eating rice.

I am drinking water.

I have drunk water.

I will drink water.

John is drinking water.

The horse is drinking water.

The cat is drinking water.

The dog is drinking water.

The bird is drinking water.

The horse threw the boy.
That horse will throw you.
I will go hunting deer.

I will go hunting mountain rats (in

traps).

I will go shooting quails.

I will go shooting eagles.

Nak-mamaltog ne kuat.

Xak-mamdUog ne puxao.

It must be borne in mind that the preceding English sentences can be

rendered in Nabaloi with the help of two different verbal forms,

according to whether the subject or the object is emphasized. In the

first sentence, Na-ka-pan kanai tinapai, it will be found (by referring to

the first table, root bunu^) that the object is the accentuated part. If

the subject were to be accentuated the sentence would be Na-ka amd

ngan ne tinapai (past tense, And-ngan-ak ne tinapai).

INTRANSITIVE VERBS

To be thirsty
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Inan asel-ka nuntan.

Sikdto aman asel.

Si Kuan aman asel.

Na-ka aman ningis.
1

Inan nangis-ak.

Nanningis-ak.

Mannangis-ak asanem.

Inan ningis-ka.

Sikdto aman nangis.

Aman nangis si Kuan.

Na-ka aman badeu.

Inan badeu-ak.

Nanbadeu-ak.

Hanbadeu-ak asanem.

Inan badeu-ak.

N anbadeu-ka.
Sikdto aman badeu.

Si Kuan aman badeu.

Si Kuan aman keldiau.

Na-ka aman keldiau.

Inan keldiau-ak.

Nankeldiau-ak.

Mangkeldiau-ak asanem.

Inan keldiau ka.

Sikdto aman keldiau.

Si Kuan aman keldiau.

Na-ka aman tutubo.

Inan tutubo-ak.

Nantutubo-ak.

Mantutubo-ak asanem.

Inan tutubo ka.

Sikdto .aman tutubo.

Si Kuan aman-tutiibo.

Na-ka ama-ngingi.
Inan ngingi-ak.

Nanngingi-ak.

Mangngingi-ak asanem.

Inan ngingi-ka.

Sikdto ama-ngingi.
Si Kuan ama-ngingi.
Na-ka ama-mangid-ak.
Inan mangid-ak.

Manmangid-ak asanem.

Inan mangid-ka.
Sikdto ama-mangid.
Si Kuan ama-mangid.
Na-ka aman akad.

Inan akad-ak.

Nanaxach' ak.

Manakdr-ak.

Andxach'ak, or andkar'ak.

Inan akad-ka.

You were talking.
He is talking.

John is talking.
I am crying.
I was crying.
I have cried.

I will cry.

You were crying.
He is crying.

John is crying.
I am singing.
I was singing.

I have sung.
I will sing.

You were singing.
You have sung.
He is singing.

John is singing.
John is shouting.
I am shouting.
1 was shouting.
I have shouted.

I will shout.

You were shouting.
He is shouting.
John is shouting.
I am whispering.
I was whispering.
I have whispered.
I will whisper.
You were whispering.
He is whispering.
John is whispering.
I am laughing.
I was laughing.
I have laughed.
I will laugh.
You were laughing.
He is laughing.
John is laughing.
I am smiling.
I was smiling.

I will smile.

You were smiling.

He is smiling.

John is smiling.

1 am walking.
I was walking.
I have walked.

I will walk.

I am off.

You were walking.

'The root word is differently heard as nangis or ningis.
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Sikdto aman akad.

Si Kuan aman akad.

Aman aadunai e kulpot.

Aman bubtik e kulpot.

Si Kuan amang ngisiu.

Si Kuan aman bubtik.

Aman ddtok si Kuan.

Aman akad e kabadyo.
Aman bubtik e kabadyo.
Manuchan niman.

Jnan uran kachiman.

Anuran kabuasan.

Nem anuran niman addui ag-ak-andao.
Aman-ddnte niman.

Inan-ddnte kachiman.

Manddnte kabuasan.

Nem manddnte niman addui ag-ak-andao.

Tagin niman.

Tagin kachiman.

Antagin nem kabuasan.

Nem tagin kabuasan ag-ak-andao.

Ampetdng niman.

Ampetdng kachiman.

Ampetdng ammo 1 nem kabuasan.

Nem ampetdng kabuasan ag-ak-andao.

Guarai chagcem chi amidnan.

Aman chago3m chi chaya niman.

Guarai chagcem chi ddut kachiman.

(luara ammo chagosm chi abagdtan nem
kabuasan.

Pigan inaxat-mo chi balei-mof

Aman mutok chi balei-to.

Mini titok chi balei-to.

Anmutok chi balei-to asanem.

liaibaiim anaxat chi balei-to.

Impaketo-ak amangan.

Tagualin-ko mangan-to.

Tinagual-ta-ka mangan.

Tagualin-ta-ka asanem mangan.

He is walking.
John is walking.
The cloud is drifting (slowly).
The cloud is flying (fast).

John is whistling.

John is running.
John is jumping.
The horse is walking.
The horse is running.
It rains now.

It rained yesterday.
It will rain to-morrow.

If it rains to-night I shall not go.

It hails now.

It hailed yesterday.
It will hail to-morrow.

If it hails to-night I shall not go.

It is cold now.

It was cold yesterday.
It will be cold to-morrow.

If it is cold to-morrow I shall not go.

It is warm now.

It was warm yesterday.
It will be warm to-morrow.

If it is warm to-morrow I shall not go.

The north wind blows.

The east wind is blowing.
The west wind was blowing yesterday.
The south wind will blow to-morrow.

When did you go home?
He is coming home.

He came home.

He will come home.

Let him go home.

He asked me to eat.

I will ask him to eat.

I asked you to eat.

I will ask vou to eat.

REFLEXIVE FORMS

To strike one's self witli thefist
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To strike each otfier ivith the fiM
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Forms expressing desire, duty; also frequentative and causative forms
1

Si Kuan pian-to kalbigen sun Kaime. John desires to strike James.

Si Kuan pinian-to kalbigen sun Kaime. John desired to strike James.

Si Kuan sigucho pian-to kalbigen sun John will desire to strike James.

Kaime.

Si Kuan sigced nem pankalbigen-to sun John ought to be striking James.

Kaime.

Si Kuan sigced nem mankalbig-to sun John ought to strike James to-morrow.

Kaime kabuasan.

Si Kuan sigoed nem kinalbig-to sun John ought to have struck James yes-

Kaime kachiman. terday.

Si Kuan to-ka-pan-kalbigen ulai sun John is frequently striking James.

Kaime.

Si Kuan inan kalbig-to ni ulai sun John frequently struck James.

Kaime.

Si Kuan kalbigen-to ni ulai sun Kaime John will frequently strike James.

asanem.

Si Kuan e makapuan sai kalbigen nan John is causing James to strike.

Kaime.

Si Kuan inakpuan-to sai kalbigen nan John caused James to strike.

Kaime.

Si Kuan makpuan asanem sai kalbigen John will cause James to strike.

nan Kaime.

Si Kaime pian-to isikdiat sun Kuan. James desires to kick John.

Si Kaime pinian-to isikdiat sun Kuan. James desired to kick John.

Si Kaime sigucho pian-to isikdiat sun James will desire to kick John.

Kuan.

Si Kaime sigoed nem mansikdiat-to sun James ought to be kicking John.

Kuan.

Si Kaime sigoed nem isikdiat-to sun James ought to kick John to-morrow.

Kuan, kabuasan.

Si Kaime sigoed nem insikdiat-to sun James ought to have kicked John yes-

Kuan kachiman. terday.

Si Kaime to-ka-pan isikdiat ni ulai sun James is frequently striking John.

Kuan.

Si Kaime inan isikdiat-to ni ulai sun James frequently struck John.

Kuan.

Si Kaime isikdiat-to ni ulai sun Kuan. James will frequently strike John.

Si Kaime e makapuan sai isikdiat nan James is causing John to strike.

Kuan.

Si Kaime inakpuan-to sai isikdiat nan James caused John to strike.

Kuan:

Si Kaime makpuan asanem sai isikdiat James will cause John to strike.

nan Kuan.

Sikak e makapuan dya sikdto ikaspig I cause him to throw a stone.

saxei a bat6.

Inakpuan-ak dya ikaspig-to saxei a bato I caused him to throw a stone yesterday.

kachiman.

1 Among these sentences there are some which, while grammatically correct, would sound strange

to Igorot ears. I could and would have translated the English text more freely, but have preferred

to introduce a certain stiffness rather than lose sight of what to me appeared the real object of

these examples, namely, to afford a comparative insight into the skeleton of the Igorot language.
The same remark applies to many other sentences given as illustrations.
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Sikak makpuan asanem dya ikaspig-to

saxei a bato kabuasan.

Makpuan-ak dya. isuman-to e kadubong-
to chi damisdan niman.

Inakpuan-ak dya isuman-to kadubong-to
chi damisdan kachiman.

Makpuan-ak dya isuman-to e kadubong-
to chi damisdan nem kabuasan.

Makpuan-ak dya ikaspig-to saxei a papa
niman.

Inakpuan-ak dya ikaspig-to saxei a papa
kachiman.

Makpuan-ak dya ikaspig-to saxei a pdpa
kabuasan.

Pdknan-ko sun sikdto niman.

Pinakdn-ko sun sikdto kachiman.

Pdknan-ko sun sikdto nem kabuasan.

Paninom-ko sun sikdto niman.

Inpaninom-ko sun sikdto kachiman.

Paninom-ko sun sikdto nem kabuasan.

I will cause him to throw a stone to-

morrow.

I cause him to put his hat on the table

now.

I caused him to put his hat on the table

yesterday.
I will cause him to put his hat on the

table to-morrow.

I cause him to throw a club now.

I caused him to throw a club yesterday.

I will cause him to throw a club to-

morrow.

I cause him to eat now (as meaning I

give him to eat now
)

.

I caused him to eat yesterday (as

meaning I gave him to eat ) .

I will cause him to eat to-morrow (as

meaning I will give him to eat ) .

I cause him to drink now.

I caused him to drink yesterday.
I will cause him to drink to-morrow.

FURTHER EXAMPLES OF THE COMBINATION OF ROOTS AND PARTICLES 1

Man-apni

Mam-pa-apui

I-apui

Pa-i-apui

Apui-an

Pan-apui-an

Root, Apui, FIRE

To be one who makes fire, manapui-ka.

Imperative: "Make fire" (also "boil rice").

Sepai e manapwf "Who is the one that

makes fire (that boils rice)?"

To be one who orders fire to be made; mam-

paapui-ka. Imperative: "Be the person
who orders fire to be made;" "get fire

made."
To be the thing to which fire is applied;

iapui-mo iai a bagtis (pronounced bekdx).

Imperative: "Let this rice be the thing to

which you apply fire;" "boil this rice;"

iapui generally has the sense of "to boil

rice;" inapui= boiled rice, like English
toast=toasted bread.

To be the thing which is ordered to be

boiled, paiapui-mo iai a bagas. Impera-
tive: "Let this rice be the thing which you
order to be boiled;" "get this rice boiled."

To be the fireplace.

To be the place used for making fire; also to

be the pot used for boiling. (Compare
under "Roots and particles.")

Na-ka aman apni
Nan apui-ak

Manapui-ak

Na-ka amanpanpiti
Nan paapni-ak

Mampaapu i-ak

Na-ka pan-iapni

Inapui-ko

lapui-ko

Na-ka paiapui

Imapaiapui-ko

Paiapni-ko

Na-ka paiiapuia

Inapuian-ko

Apnian-ko
Na-ka panapnian

Pinanapuian-ko

Panapuian-ko

1 In the last column I give the three tenses in the first person singular.
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Man-sudat

Mam-pa-sudat

T-sudat

Pa-i-mtdfit

Man-datok

Pa-datok

Mam-pa -datok

I-datok

Pa-i-datok

Mam-pa-sked

P-sked

I-sisked

Root, Sudat, THE WRITING

To be the writer: Sepai e mansudat niaif

"Who is the writer of this?"

To be one who orders another to write; mam-

pasudat-ka. Imperative: "Order someone
to write."

To be the thing written down (or written

about); isudat-tno iai abidin. Imperative:
"Write down this order."

To be the thing about which to write an

order is given; paimdat-mo suta bidin.

Imperative: "Have that order written

down."
Root, Datok, LEAP

To be one who leaps; mandatok-ka! Impera-
tive: "Leap!"

To be that which is made, caused, or ordered

to leap ; padatok-mo e kabadyo. Imperative :

"Let the horse be that which you cause to

leap;" "start the horse (over this creek)."
To be one who causes or orders the leaping:

Sepai e mampadatok ne kabadyo f
' 'Who is it

that causes the horse to jump?" "Who
starts the horse (over the creek)?"

To be the object in relation to which the

leaping is done; idatok-mo iai a aanak.

Imperative: "Take this child in your arms

and leap with it (over this creek)."

To be the object in relation to which the

leaping is ordered to be done; paidatok-mo
iai a aanak. Imperative: "Have this child

taken in arms by some person and let that

person leap with it (over this creek)."

Root, ftixked, WAIT

To be one who waits; mansisked-ka! Imper-
ative: "Wait!"

To be one who orders to wait; mampasked-ka
ne 'podigtas! Imperative: "Order the

'polistas'
1 to wait."

To be that which is ordered, caused to wait;

pxked-mo sun sik&to. Imperative: "Tell

him to wait."

To be the object of the process of waiting in

a transitive sense; i&lsked-mo kabadyok.

Imperative: "Keep my horse waiting (at

the door against my arrival)." Isisked is

not used in connection with a person as

object, since it would mean that such

person were to be bodily laid hold of and

so kept waiting.

Na-ka aman mdat
Nansudat-ak

Mansudat-ak

Na-ka aman pasiidat

Nanpasudat-ak

Mampamda t-ak

Na-ka pan imtdat

Insudat-ko

Imdat-ko

Na-ka paisudat

Impaisudat-ko
Paisudat-ko

Na-ka aman datok

Nandatok-ak

Mandatok-ak

Na-ka padatok
Pinadatok-ko

Padatok-ko

Na-ka aman padatok
Nanpadatok-ak
Mampadatok-ak

Na-ka pan idatok

Indatok-ko

Idatok-ko

Na-ka paidatok

Impnidatok-ko
Paidatok-ko

Na-ka aman sisked

Nansisked-ak

Mamisked-ak

Na-ka aman pasked

Nanpasked-ak

Mampasked-ak
Na-ka pasked
Pittasked-ko

P<ixked-ko

Na-ka pan isisked

Itmixked-ko

laisked-ko

i Polistas, forced laborers under Spanish rule.
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Sisker-en

Man-ibog

Mam-pa-sibog

Sibog-an

I-sibog

To be that which is awaited; amak e siskeren-

ko. "I await my father."

Root, Sibog, IRRIGATION

To be one who irrigates; sepai e main boy?
"Who is going to irrigate?"

To be one who orders the irrigation; uiampa-

sibog-ka sun sikara. Imperative: "Tell

them to irrigate."

To be the object of irrigation; sibogan-mo e

chifoldyo. Imperative: "Water the cab-

bages" (Sp., repollo).

ITo

be the thing with which the operation of

irrigating is executed; ag-mo iibung suta

chanum; isibog-mo. "Don't throw that

water away; use it for watering."

Root, Kaldiau, SHOUT

Man-kaldiau To be one who shouts.

Kaldiau-an

I-kaldiau

Man-nemnem

Xemnem-an

I-nemnem

To be one who is shouted for; kaldiauan-mo

sun sikdto. "Shout for him."

To be the object that gives cause for shouting.

For instance, if a messenger departs forget-

ting the letter he is to carry, I would

say to someone near me: Ikaldiau-mo e

sudat. "Call him back by shouts to take

the letter," or, more literally, "Let the

letter be thy motive for shouting."

Root, Nemnem (Xumnum) MIND, THOUGHT

To be one who thinks; mannemnem-ka.

Imperative: "Reflect, consider."

To be the object of thinking; ngaramto mo-ka-

pan nemnema? "Of what are you think-

ing?"
To be the thing of which one is mindful;

inenmem-mo suta inkuan-ko. "Be mindful

of what I have said."

Xa-kn panstekera

Sinwked-ko

Siikeren-ko

\n-kn aman-ibog

Anibog-ak

Manib(tg-rik

Xa-ka amanpasibog

Nanpasibog-ak

Mampasibog-ak
Na-ka pan siboga

Sinibogan-ko

Sibogan-ko

Xa-ka panisibog

Insibog-ko

Isibog-ko

Xa-ka aman koldiau

Xankaldiau-ak

Mankaldiau-ak

Xa-ka pan kaldiaita

Kinaldiauan-ko

Kaldiauan-ko

Xa-ka pan ikaldiau

Inkaldiau-ko

Ikaldiau-ko

Xa-ka ama nemnem
Xannemnem-ak

Mcmnemnem-ak
Xa-ka pan nemnema

Innemnem-ak

Xemneman-ko

Xa-ka pan innemnem

Xinemnein-ko

Inemnem-ko

'TO BE77 AND "TO HAVE

Gnara-ak

Gnara-ka

Guara-to

I am
Thou art

He is

Guara kame

Guam kayo
Guara era

We are

You are

They are
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T-wai balei-mof

Guara e balei-ko chi Bagio.

Guara e atak-mo?

Guara.

Guara chanumf
Anchi chanum.

Guara's amam chi balei f

Guara.

Suta gadyem-mo guara chiai nuntan.

THE NABALOI DIALECT

Where is your house? Where do you
live?

My house is in Baguio. I live in

Baguio.
Have you got your cleaver with you ?

I have.

Is there water?

There is no water.

Is your father in the house?

He is.

Your friend was here some time ago.

ATem guara-ak chi Manida mansudat-ak. If I shall be in Manila I will write.

Guara anan-ak (guaranak) I have

Guara anan-ka Thou hast

Guara anan-to He has

Guara anan-ak ne saxei a ama.

Guara anan-ka ne chua'n dima.

Guara anan era ne achaxcel baka.

Guara anan tayo ne kabadyo.
Guara anan kame ne oma.

Guara anan-ak ne

Bagio nuntan.

Guara anan-to ne saxei

Bagio suta taoen ale.

Guara anan-ka ne saxei a asuf

Anchi anan-ak ne asu.

saxei a balei, chi

a balei, chi

Guara anan kame We have

Guara anan kayo You have

Guara anan era They have
I have a father.

Thou hast two hands.

They have many cows.

We (you and I) have horses.

We (he and I, or they and I) have

fields.

I had formerly a house at Baguio.

He will have a house at Baguio next

year.

Hast thou a dog?
I have no dog.

Further examples of the rendering of the English copula
'

'to be*

Kadubong-ko iai.

Oman iai.

Balei-to iman.

Asu ni Kuan iai.

Kabadyok iman.

Sikdto daxi.

Sikdto daxi nuntan.'

Daxi ammo asanem.

Guasai sutan.

Sikdto e amak nuntan.

Sikdto e inam nuntan.

Ama-to's Kuan (or dmato si Kuan).

Agi-to's Kaime.

Agi-to's Maria.

This is my hat.

This is thy field.

That is his house.

This is John's dog.

Those are my horses.

He is a man.

He was a man.

He will be a man.

It is an ax.

He was my father.

She was your mother.

John is his father.

James is his brother.

Mary is his sister.

1 Compare footnote to examples under "The article."
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Asdgoak si Maria nem asanem.

Asdgoak si Kuan nem asanem.

Matdkal ale.

Aragui ale?

Mary will be my wife.

John will be my husband.

He is a brave man.

Is it far?

Aril!

AM I

Aiard!
Add!
Add!

Ai-aiyo!
Ai-dddddadd !

Te-te!

A-te!

Te-oh!

Tetetete!

INTERJECTIONS

Surprise or astonishment either with admiration

or with disappointment.

Astonishment with disapproval or regret.

Encouragement ;
also urging a request.

ON THE TRAIL TO BENGUET

[A conversation with Igorot carriers.]

Oi! tokala!

Twai balei-mof

lbingnget-ak.

Pian-mo manuyon sun sikakf

Ikak pian (agak pian) tap inabde-ak;

tap guara, da uyon ko.

Ngaramto udyon-mof
Guara, udyon-ko'n asin ne baknang-ko.

Anchi kadguamf
Guard.

Papiga kayof
Annem kame.

Mango suta kadguam, guara ngo uyon
chaf

Taguei era.

Tagual-mo kadguam.

Taguei e kaanan cha.

Tioai okipan-dyo chiai (or twai dyo-ka

okifa diai) f

Chi balei ni Capitan N.

A-te, andao kita, manudup-ka.

Kapangdu-ka, ipangdum e chalan.

Oi! pian-dyo manuyon sun sikak?

Anchikchal kame.

Sepai e kapisildia (Sp., cabecilla) dyo?
Iman.

I say ! Just come here !

Where is your home?

I am from Benguet.
Will you be a carrier for me?
I do not want to because I am tired;

because I have already a load.

What is your load?

I have a load of salt for my headman.

Have you no companions?
I have.

How many are you?
We are six.

Well, then, and those companions have

they loads too?

I don't know about them.

Call your companions.
I do not know their whereabouts.

Where is your sleeping place here ?

In the house of Capitan N.

Come along; let us go; be my com-

panion.

Go in front and lead the way.
Look here! Will you be my carriers?

We do not want to.

Who of you is the leader?

That one over there.
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Sepai ngaram-tof
8i Madiano e ngaram-to.

Ngantoi ag-dyo-pian manuyon sun

sikak f

Guam uyunan-me e asin.

Anken taddo kayo bingad.

Baichan-ta kadio'n mapteng.

I'igaf

Angken mamisus kayo.

Kulang."

Ngaram-to e kalkam (Sp., carga) ?

Guara saxei a ixamen na inaikalot tan

saxei a kaon (Sp., cajon) dya chadgua
e anuyon so.

Aral Mandikat e chalan tan abadeg e

clianum chi Nagildiang.

Suta anuyon ne kaon achumanko e dag-

bo cha ne bintin.

A-te! Ipaasas-ko e kalka; tel manudup.

Panumkal kayo ne chuan kalusod pan-

guyon ne kaon.

Pigan e iaxad mo?
Niman.

Kabuasan palbangun.

Ampetang c chalan niman.

Ag kame angan.

Anokip kame chi Sabdan.

Panixadut dyo iai.

Ttcai chagim.

Ase! anbulat !

Aligua'n ambulat ; angkddias.

Ag-mabadin.
Mabadin.

Anchi balon-me.

8ikak e magamta.
Iai a alintards (Sp., ~treintados cuartos)

itumkaldyo ne kanin-dyo.

Ate-o! na akou!

Mangan tayo chi chalan (or chalan e

panganan tayo ) .

Twai chalan?

What is his name ?
*

Mariano is his name.

Why will you not carry for me?

We have to carry salt.

Even three of you only (would do for

me) .

I will pay you well.

How much ?

(I would not mind) even one peso for

each of you.
That is insufficient.

What kind of loads have you?
There is a bundle tied up in a mat and a

box which must be carried by two.

Bless me! The road is very difficult and

the water at Nagiliang fearfully high

[a river ford on the trail].

For those who carry the box I will

increase the pay by 25 cents, Mexican.

Come, I'll show you the loads ; make
haste and come along.

Get two sticks bought to serve for carry-

ing the box.

What time will be your departure ?

Now, at once.

To-morrow, early.

The road is too hot now.

We have not yet eaten.

We shall sleep in Sablan.

Tie this together.

Where is your chagi (a sort of carry-

ing rack) ?

Lord! but that is heavy!
It is not heavy at all ; it is quite light.

It is impossible.

It is possible.

We have no provisions for the road.

I will look out for that.

For these 20 cents, Mexican, you may
buy your food.

Get up! It is daylight!

We shall eat on the road.

Which is the road?

1 As many Ibalois dislike to pronounce their own names, it is expedient to ask a man's name from

bystanders.
2 An Igorot would never forgive himself for having accepted even the most advantageous terms

without first protesting against their utter insufficiency with the time-sacred word kulanfj, pronounced
with a mien of offended candor. The bargain once struck is, however, the more faithfully kept by
him the less civilized he is.
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Anchi dinibkan-dyof

Padok e panchalchingan tayo.

Jfgaran niai.

Sadiai e kuan-me . . .

Akniim nin iai.

Ag-ka-nin.

Isapdm e uyon-mo,
Dakbdoim iai.

Ukasim iai.

Ikadot-mo muan.

Twai kanin-kof

Inakas ammo chi chalan.

Guara sun sikdto.

Aneng e achum.

Inai-ardgui e kaet-me.

Aragui nin ale?

Aragui ne ootik.

Anchi chanumf Pian-ko aninom.

Guara ammo'd daspag.

Kagadi pangala ne chanum.

Inabde kame, mansalching kita.

Pabaanes-mo-ak ne atak.

Aknim-ak ne dukto.

Twai kurdbis?

Guara balei a okipanf
Guarai abong bengat.

Manapui-ka sai mandutu.

Manumkal-ka ne saxei a manok.

Ikuan mo'n andao ale.

Kal'dyo amin.

Painom-mo e kabadyo.

Ipastol-mo e kabadyo.

Aingim-mo sun sikdto.

Have you forgotten nothing?
We shall make the river our resting

place.

What is this called?

This we call . . .

Just take hold of this.

Wait a moment.

Put your load down.

Open this (by lifting the lid).

Untie this.

Bundle it up again.

Where is my provender?
It seems to have fallen down on the

road.

He has got it.

The others are not yet here.

Our companions are a long way off.

Is it still far?

It is not very far.

Is there no water? I want to drink.

There seems to be some below.

Be so kind as to have some water

brought.
We are tired; let us rest.

Lend me your knife. 1

Give me a sweet potato.

Where are the matches?

Is there a house to sleep in?

There is only a hut.

Light a fire for cooking.

Buy a chicken.

Tell him to come here.

Come here all of you.

Water the horse.

Put the horse in the pasture.

Help him.

WRITING AND POPULAR SONGS

It is doubtful if the Ibaloi Igorot ever had a system of writing.

No trace of any is nowadays to be found among them. There are

handed down to us the characters of the neighboring Ilocano and

Pangasinan which these tribes, like others of the lowlands, abandoned,

together with their customs and religious beliefs, after the arrival of

the Spaniards, whose culture they have ever since striven to adopt in

a progressive spirit. The Igorot tribes are, however, distinct from the

former inasmuch as they are older arrivals on Philippine soil and have

!The knife, after being used, would be handed back silently, no equivalent for "thank you"
being in use. On rare occasions siged, a#fc="well done, my brother" or a like expression is

heard.

25586 5
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retained their national or tribal peculiarities. They either did not

bring the art of writing with, them or they forgot it perhaps Avith

other manifestations of a former higher culture because of the physical

hardships they had to undergo when pushed by subsequent Malayan
invaders into the inhospitable mountain fastnesses of the interior.

For what it may be worth I reproduce here as accurately as possible

the sample of ancient writing given by Sinibaldo de Mas in his Informe

Sobre el Estado de las Mas Filipinas en 1842 (Madrid, 1843).

- 7 c2 * v
FIG. 1. An unidentified inscription engraved on a board and found in the mountains

inhabited by Igorot people in 1837 by a military expedition. (Same size as

given by Sinibaldo de Mas; size of original is not known.)

On this he observes: "To this class of alphabets (Ilokano, Batangas,

Pampanga, Bulacan, and Tondo) seems to belong the inscription (see

fig. 1) engraved on a board that was found in 1837 by a military

expedition in the mountains inhabited by the savages called Igorrotes.
' '

While unable to improve on this dubious discovery, I am glad to be

able to give two bits of Igorot singing and thereby to contribute a trifle

to the preservation of genuine Filipino music.

The Ibaloi is, in a way, rather fond of singing. Wandering through
his silent woods he will unburden his heart by singing some low, melo-

dious strain, the plaintive sound of which reveals the melancholy

underlying the Malayan character. Again, at some festival, sitting with

others around the fire, he will, in less harmonious tones and between

frequent sips of rice wine, chant incidents of his family life to his

assembled relatives and friends, who 'at intervals chime in in chorus

until another, being alluded to, takes up the song in like manner. Many
a time, as a guest on such occasions, have I laid myself down to sleep

on some deerskin only to find the next morning the same party still

droning out their confidential communications, though rather the worse

for a night during which the cocoanut shell with rice wine had been kept

constantly going around.

With this habit it is not to be wondered at that particularly stirring

incidents of Igorot life should become the common property of young
and old and, clad in more harmonious form, survive as popular ballads.

The best known of these is one in which a young girl relates the cruel

treatment suffered at the hands of her stepmother; her furtive flight to

Kaiapa, a district adjoining Benguet, where she becomes the wife of

a Spanish officer; her subsequent good fortune, and refusal ever to

return to her home.
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The beginning of the song is the following, the tune and the peculiar

repetition of each new phrase remaining the same all through to the end:

Violin moderato

/? J & **

FIG. 2. First line of a popular Ibaloi song.

Andao-ak chi Kaiapa,
I go to Kaiapa,

andao-ak chi Kaiapa
to Kaiapa I go

=t
r

FIG. 3. Second line of a popular Ibaloi song. (Same song as in fig. 2.)

Paseng-ko chi Santa Rosa,
I take the road to Santa Rosa,

paseng-ko chi Santa Rosa
to Santa Rosa the road I take

The following is a fragment of another ballad sung to the same ever

rising and falling melody and with the same repetition of each line:

Ka-linas
Thou brighten,

Ka-gang Bulan!
I pray thee, Oh, moon!

Manalung ak nein kabuasan

Shall go down hill I when to-morrow

Nak manumkal ne pungan Ipungan nan asngoak
I shall be buyer of a pillow to serve as pillow of my wife

Aiianak

(Who) is to bear child

nem buasto

when the day after to-morrow

Inaspol ko
:

s kapitan Anakbat ne katnpilan
Have met I the headman shouldering the kampilan (saber)

Imbagan to twai daguan ko

Asked he where place of going mine

Inkuan ko, manalung ak chi Idoko

Said I, shall go down I to Ilokos

Kompolin to kono e toktok ko

Shall cut off he, said he, the head mine (etc.)

Another melody I have heard sung, once to a frivolous text and

again with an extremely mournful cadence, as a sort of funeral hymn in

which the friends of the deceased are invited to strike in his honor
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the instruments l that serve the Igorot for beating time to their dances.

I give the few notes
2
of which it consists with the latter text:

Sulibao, sulibao dyo!

1

FIG. 4. First line of an Ibaloi melody.

Kimbal, kimbal dyo!

j 1
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NABALOI VOCABULARY 1

[Arranged by subjects, etc.]

Persons

151

English
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Parts of the human body Continued

English
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The house and fieH Continued

153

English
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Weapons, implements, and utensih Continued

IRON TOOLS

English
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Food

155

English
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Numbers Continued

CARDINAL Continued

English
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Numbers Continued

NUMERAL ADVERBS DENOTING REPETITION OF ACTION

English. Nabaloi English
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Measures

English Nabaloi

Dry measures for rice, coffee, etc.:

Small, round, open basket, depth and diameter of which
are held to correspond with measures taken from length
of a finger and from span between outstretched thumb
and first finger, respectively

Two sizes: (1) Contents selling at 1 real= 12^ cents,

Mexican; (2) contents selling at 2 reales = 25 cents,

Mexican
Also the "caban" introduced by Spaniards and com-

monly represented by four times the contents of the

rectangular five-gallon oil can

Long measures:

To measure

Length of first finger

Span between tips of outstretched thumb and middle finger

From middle of breast to tip of middle finger of outstretched

arm
Full spread of both arms from tip of one middle finger to

the other

Land measures:

(1) For rice fields, the number is stated of bundles of paddy
yielded by the fields

(2) For pasture land, the number of cattle is stated that

find sufficient pasture on the area in question

Weight measures for gold dust (a pair of scales)

Weight of Mexican dollar or old Spanish "Carlos" dollar

Weight of Spanish 50-cent piece

Weight of Spanish 2-real piece

Weight of Spanish 1-real piece or of bronze piece coined by the

Igorot

ta-pang-an

mai-d6-xod

do-xod

ka-guan
vara (Sp.); or, ka-gu-chua

chi-pa

chi-pa

appat pulo katanai :

kus-to ni bung-d6'-'

ta-la-dyo

tim-bang pi-sus

tim-bang salapi

tim-bang bin-ting

tim-bang si-ka-pat

1 = Forty bundles of paddy. 2 = Sufficient for 50 head of cattle.

Division of time

English
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Standards of rahie

159

English Nabaloi

O.Oljj, Mexican (2 cuartos, Spanish)

0.02|, Mexican (4 cuartos, Spanish)

0.03f, Mexican (6 cuartos, Spanish)

0.05, Mexican (8 cuartos, Spanish)

0.06jj, Mexican (medio real, Spanish)

0.12|, Mexican (1 real, Spanish)

0.25, Mexican (2 reales, Spanish)

0.20, Mexican (peseta)

0.37$, Mexican (3 reales)

0.50, Mexican (4 reales)

0.62J, Mexican (5 reales)

0.75, Mexican (6 reales)

0.87|, Mexican (7 reales)

1.00, peso, Mexican (8 reales)

san .sf-mon

chiia si-mon

taddo si-mon

appat si-mon

si-ka-gua-lo

si-ka-pat

bin-ting

a-lin-ta-ros 1

taddo ba-g5

sa-la-pi

kad-gua sikapat

kadgua bin-ting

kadgua taddo ba-gC*

pi-sus
2

1 Corrupted from "treinta y dos" that is, 32 cuartos.
-' Corrupted from "

peso." In former times the Igorot understood by pisus 50 cents, Mexican, and
even nowadays one hears occasionally the expression pisus i jcudut (50 cents, Mexican) and pigus
cristiano (1 peso, Mexican).

Animals

MAMMALS

English
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A nimals Continued

BIRDS

English
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Plant*

English
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Meteorologic and other physical phenomena and objects Continued

English
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Kinnh ip Con tinued

LINEAL ASCENDANTS OF SELF, MALE SPEAKING-Continued

English

My father's father's father's father

My father's father's father's mother

My mother

My mother's father

My mother's mother

My mother's father's father

My mother's father's mother

My mother's mother's father

My mother's mother's mother

My mother's mother's mother's father

My mother's mother's mother's mother

Nabaloi

ama nan apo nan amak
ina nan apo nan amak
i-nak

ama nan inak

ina nan inak

-po nan inak

ama nan apo nan inak

ina nan apo nan inak

FIRST COLLATERAL LINE, MALE SPEAKING '

My older brother

My older brother's son

My older brother's daughter

My older brother's son's son

My older brother's daughter's daughter

My older brother's son's son's son

My older brother's daughter's daughter's daughter

My older sister

My older sister's son

My older sister's daughter

My older sister's son's son

My older sister's daughter's daughter

My older sister's son's son's son

My older sister's daughter's daughter's daughter

My younger brother

My younger brother's son

My younger brother's daughter

My younger brother's son's son

My younger brother's daughter's daughter

My younger sister

My younger sister's son

My younger sister's daughter

My younger sister's son's son

My younger sister's daughter's daughter

a-gik pang u-du-an

ianak nan agik panguduan

>a-po nan agik panguduan

agik panguduan

a link nan agik panguduan

>a-po nan agik panguduan

agik urichian

ianak nan urichian-ko

|a-po
nan urichian-ko

agik urichian

'anak nan urichian-ko

ia-po nan urichian-ko

1 See footnote on page 162.

AFFINITIES THROUGH RELATIVES DESCENDANTS OF SELF, MALE SPEAKING'

My son's wife

My son's son's wife

My son's daughter's husband

My daughter's husband

My daughter's son's wife

My daughter's daughter's husband

asagoa nan anak-ko

Vasagoa nan apo-ko

asagoa nan anak-ko

iasagoa nan apo-ko

1 Affinities through relatives descendants of self, female speaking, are same as male speaking.

25586 6
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Kinship Continued

AFFINITIES THROUGH THE MARRIAGE OF SELF, MALE SPEAKING 1

English Nabaloi

My wife

My wife's father

My wife's father's father

My wife's father's mother

My wife's father's brother

My wife's father's brother's wife

My wife's father's sister

My wife's father's sister's husband

My wife's mother

My wife's mother's father

My wife's mother's mother

My wife's mother's brother

My wife's mother's brother's wife

My wife's mother's sister

My wife's mother's sister's husband

My wife's elder brother

My wife's elder brother's wife

My wife's younger brother

My wife's younger brother's wife

My wife's brother's son

My wife's brother's daughter

My wife's elder sister

My wife's elder sister's husband

My wife's younger sister

My wife's younger sister's husband

My wife's sister's son

My wife's sister's daughter

a-sa-go-ak

ama nan asagoak; or, inapok

>a-po nan asagoak

pang-a-ma-an nan asagoak

asagoa nan pang-a-ma-an nan asagoak

pang-i-na-an nan asagoak

asagoa nan pang-i-na-an nan asagoak
ina nan asagoak

ia-po nan asagoak

pangamaan nan asagoak

asagoa nan pangamaan nan asagoak

panginaan nan asagoak

asagoa nan panginaan nan asagoak

agi panguduan nan asagoa

asagoa nan panguduan nan asagoak

agi urichian nan asagoak

asagoa nan urichian nan asagoak

ianak nan agi nan asagoak

panguduan nan asagoak

asagoa nan panguduan nan asagoak

urichian nan asagoak

asagoa nan urichian nan asagoak

[anak nan agi nan asagoak

1 See footnote at bottom of page 163.

AFFINITIES THROUGH RELATIVES, FIRST COLLATERAL LINE

My elder brother's wife

My elder brother's wife's sister

My elder brother's son's wife

My elder brother's daughter's husband

My elder brother's son's son's wife

My elder brother's daughter's daughter's husband

My elder sister's husband

My elder sister's husband's sister

My elder sister's daughter's husband

My elder sister's son's wife

My elder sister's son's son's wife

My elder sister's daughter's daughter's husband

My younger brother's wife

My younger brother's son's wife

My younger brother's daughter's husband

My younger brother's son's son's wife

My younger brother's daughter's daughter's husband

My younger sister's husband

My younger sister's son's wife

My younger sister's daughter's husband

My younger sister's son's son's wife

My younger sister's daughter's daughter's husband

asagoa nan panguduan-ko

agi nan asagoa nan panguduan-ko

[asagoa
nan anak nan panguduan-ko

[asagoa
nan apo nan panguduan-ko

asagoa nan panguduan-ko

agi nan asagoa nan panguduan-ko

iasagoa nan anak nan panguduan-ko

iasagoa nan apo nan panguduan-ko

asagoa nan urichian-ko

>asagoa nan anak urichian-ko

iasagoa nan apo nan urichian-ko

asagoa nan urichian-ko

[asagoa nan anak nan urichian-ko

! [asagoa nan apo nan urichian-ko
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Kinship Continued

AFFINITIES THROUGH THE MARRIAGE OF SELF, FEMALE SPEAKING

English

My husband

My husband's father

My husband's father's father

My husband's father's mother

My husband's father's brother

My husband's father's brother's wife

My husband's father's sister

My husband's father's sister's husband

My husband's mother

My husband's mother's father

My husband's mother's mother

My husband's mother's brother

My husband's mother's brother's wife

My husband's mother's sister

My husband's mother's sister's husband

My husband's elder brother

My husband's elder brother's wife

My husband's younger brother

My husband's younger brother's wife

My husband's elder brother's son

My husband's elder brother's daughter

My husband's elder sister

My husband's elder sister's husband

My husband's younger sister

My husband's younger sister's husband

My husband's elder sister's son

My husband's elder sister's daughter

Nabaloi

asagoak

ama nan asagoak

lapo nan asagoak

pang-a-ma-an nan asagoak

asagoa nan pang-a-ma-an nan asagoak

pang-i-na-an nan asagoak

asagoa nan pang-i-na-an nan asagoak
ina nan asagoak

ia-po nan asagoak

pang-a-ma-an nan asagoak

asagoa nan pangamaan nan asagoak

panginaan nan asagoak

asagoa nan panginaan nan asagoak

panguduan nail asagoak

asagoa nan pangudnan nan asagoak
urichian nan asagoak

asagoa nan urichian nan asagoak

>anak nan panguduan nan asagoak

panguduan nan asagoak

asagao nang panguduan nan asagoak

urichian nan asagoak

asagoa nan urichian fan asagoak

ianak nan panguduan nan asagoak

Ordinal names of children

English Nabaloi

The first-born child (male or female)

The second-born child (male or female)

The third-born child (male or female)

The fourth-born child (male or female)

The fifth-born child (male or female)

The sixth-born child (male or female)

The seventh-born child (male or female)

anak panguduan
adi-to nan panguduan
adi nan kapinchua
adi nan kapintaddo

adi nan kapinappat

adi nan kapindima
adi nan kapinannim

Various social terms

English
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Various social terms Continued

English Nabaloi

Father whose children have all died

Mother whose children have all died

Stillborn male child

Stillborn female child

Family
Head of family

Relatives

Number of families recognizing one common headman
A rich man
A poor man
An adopted child

The oldest men of the place

A servant

The priestess, or old woman executing the superstitious

formulas at festivals

Persons possessing the "evil eye" ("den bosen Blick"),or witch

linabsuan; or, achagas amin

j anak-to

la-neng kabukn61-to; or,

I a-neng kada-ga to !

bu-nak

ama tayo (our father)

ka-ba-kian

ba-lang-kai

saxei a bak-nang
saxei a a-bi-tek

si-u man
suta asixen ua angka; or,

suta asixen na bayag
' saxei a libing; or, 6xob

man-bu-bu-nong

man-ma-la-sik

1 These two terms mean "not yet formed" and " unfinished."

Festive slaughterings and drinking bouts

English Nabaloi

On childbirth

To cure sickness

At funerals (with exposure of dead body)

At marriage

Of other social character

Of the poor or ordinary people controlled by a rich man

Gathering of neighbors to help gratuitously one of their number
in some heavy labor with subsequent slaughtering of an

animal ("log rolling")

man-ta-i-din

a-gas; or, chi-lus

dab-sak

man-i-din

set-pang

bat-bat

ka-fe

pe-chit

sap-nak

ka-i-dian (I., kailian)

mai-ka-mal

Government

English
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Government Continued

167

English

Follower

War
A coward

Battle

War whoop
A brave man
God (the Supreme Ruler, the white man's God)
The supreme god of the Igorot

The ancients; venerable beings of the past

The future world

The specters of dead people

The peculiar solemn condition which an Igorot (or a whole

family) believes himself to be in and which he is required to

keep up, under penalty of punishment from the ma-klng, at

certain phases of his life (marriage, death of a parent, etc.)

NnUl.,1

ka-et

ba-kal

ti-meng-dao; or, ti-ma-xot

ba-kal

tap-ngan

ma-ta-kal a-le

chi-us

ka-bu-ni-an 1

fi-med

ima-king :i

Imal-kut (I., al-al-ia)

pi-diu<

1 This god seems to be recognized by the Igorot all over the northern part of Luzon His most
sublime manifestation in Benguet is the Sun. But there is no especial worship rendered him in
Benguet or it is forgotten in the special attention required by the troublesome ma-king.

2Supposed to be situated somewhere far away to the east.
8 If a snake, which in the woods avoids man,' comes to the house it is looked upon as ma-klnn and

not killed.
<The Igorot, while pldiu, must not bathe, must not admit visitors into his house, and must not

work, travel, etc. (English, "to be under a spell").

Mortuary customs etc.

English Nabaloi

Dead body-

Corpse of man

Corpse of woman

Corpse of boy

Corpse of girl

Spirit or soul

Grave in the ground
Scaffold for the dead

Grave in a cave

Coffin

Funeral festival

The wailing

Bark arm band worn around the wrist by members of mourning

family

Funeral meal to provide departed soul with food; on occurrence

of death

Funeral meal at the tomb of a dead relative, with the idea of

reconciling his specter by food, etc., offered to him

ang-oel nan a-tei

adi-rnm

a-nai-bueg-kii-an

a-ra-dan

di-ang

ko-long

tiVxnl: dab-sak

du-dyeng

ka-ring bi-nal-bal

pa-u-dri-fan

ma-n-ka-ten

Bodily condition*, etc.

English
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Bodily conditions, etc. Continued

English
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New words Continued

169

English
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New worth Continued

English
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Personal numex Continued

FEMALE

Agamei





THE IBAL01 IGOROT SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

ACCOUNT OF A SPANISH EXPEDITION TO BENGUET IN
THE YEAR 1829'

[Translated from Informe Sobre el Estado de las Islas Filipinas en 1842 (by S. Mas), Madrid, 1842:

Diary of Don G. Galvey, in command of the forces for the suppression of contraband trade.]

This was the first expedition on which I penetrated into the interior.

On my preceding ones I had not gone beyond the first mountain

chain, as the large fields of tobacco planted clandestinely, which I

had to destroy, detained me many days, and when my provisions were

exhausted I had to return to the towns.

I had heard some Igorot say that beyond the great mountain called

"Tonglo," which overlooks Santo Tomas and Agoo and is one of the

noteworthy mountains of Luzon, there was a very large town situated

in a broad and fertile valley the inhabitants of which were very rich

and brave people and made war upon the pagans of the foothills.

But no one of the Igorot who were my friends had the courage to guide
me or even knew the road. They knew, it is true, the direction and

the point where the town lay, but were not acquainted with the precise

trail to be taken in the midst of so many ups and downs and intricate

windings. At last I induced my first Igorot friend, Pingue, to guide

me, promising myself to find the road, if I were to lose it, with the

help of my compass. I assembled in Agoo two officers, three sergeants,

six corporals, and fifty troops, with 200 polistas
2
to carry provisions

and baggage, and in the afternoon of January 4 set out toward the east.

Following the bed of the river of Agoo till 6 o'clock I reached a barrio

of this town called
' ' Tubao. ' ' Here I passed the night.

Fifth day. I started at 5 o'clock in the morning to march toward the

southeast, and entered the bed of the River Aringay. This we followed

for one hour, until we reached the foot of the mountain, when we

1 The character of this expedition, which was only one of many similar ones undertaken by the

intrepid Galvey, will be best understood by the following remark made by Mas in his Informe,

chapter "Poblaci6n," page 11: "These idolaters [the Igorot] cultivate in some regions immense fields

of tobacco, which they introduce into the provinces. The consequence is the ruin of the tobacco

revenue, the necessity of maintaining guards and troops to check this lawlessness, the extortions

which these very officials commit in the towns, and, in short, so many expenses and troubles that it

has been necessary more than once to send out special commissioners, and that this has come to l>e

a question of arduous solution. In other regions they molest the peaceful Christian towns and

render the roads so dangerous that it is not possible to pass over some of them without an escort."

'-Forced carriers. [TRANSLATOR.]
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began to climb. This first ascent is very tiresome, and as the first

mountains are thickly grown over, being covered with dense under-

growth, we marched with great difficulty. At 9 we arrived at a small

village called
' '

Pilauang,
' '

situated on a prominence from which the coast

is visible. I was received by the headman, called Milo, but I found

nobody else in the village, as all the inhabitants had fled, taking with

them all their possessions. I treated Milo to the best, and he has

since been very useful and loyal to me. At this place I had the rations

served out. At 12 we pursued our march toward the north-northeast,

wending our way up hill through a "cogonal,"
1

where, with the

sun right overhead and reflected by the cogon grass, we suffered an

indescribable heat. At 3 we entered a wood which we followed till 5,

when we halted at a small village of eight houses called ' '

Luceng.
' '

Its

inhabitants had escaped, but I was received by an Igorot who brought
me a basketful of camotes and other tubers as a present. This was the

headman, named Pipiuan. We passed the night here.

Sixth day. We started at dawn after many difficulties. I obliged

Pipiuan to go in front, promising to set him free in the first village to

which he should lead me. We marched toward the northeast. At 6

o'clock we saw upon a height a village which Pipiuan told me was

Munglan; we went on and reached it at 8. We found it deserted. We
continued our march across fields of sweet potatoes, and going doAvn hill

passed a well in which we found a bow and arrow, the ground being

sprinkled with blood. My guides told me that this was a very bad

sign, since it signified that the Igorot wanted to fight us. I reassured

them, and, walking on for an hour and a half, we arrived at a small

plain called
' '

Tabao,
' ' where I halted to give time to eat. My intention

was to continue the march in the afternoon, but Pingui advised me to

pass the night here because 011 the road ahead of us we would meet

with many difficulties, in the midst of which it would not be well to be

surprised by the night. I therefore resolved to remain, and posted

sentinels around the camp to guard against a surprise.

Seventh day. I started at daylight. After crossing a small valley

we began descending through very dense cogon. We advanced very

slowly, as we found the trail blocked up with trees laid across it, and a

number of other obstructions. At 9 o'clock we heard wild shouts and

perceived a crowd of armed Igorot on the opposite range. At the same

time it became impossible to advance. The path was beset with small,

very sharp-pointed pieces of bamboo, and some of palma brava* driven

into the ground, and with deep pitfalls covered with grass and furnished

with bamboo spears in the center. There was also another kind of

trap, called
'

'balitil'
'

by the pagans, which is made by placing two drawn

bows with arrows ready to let fly, concealed in the high cogon grass, one

1 A tract of tall, sharp grass, often as a high as a man on horseback. [TRANSLATOR.]
2 Coripha minor. [TRANSLATOR.]
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at each side of the trail. From these hows a small and well-concealed

string leads to the path, and when this string is trodden on the two
arrows fly off with such force as to pass easily through a carabao. 1 Of
these arrows, some are aimed so as to hit the body, others the legs. It

was necessary to order ten men to the front who, little by little and with

great difficulty and risk, removed the traps one by one, but not before

these had wounded and disabled in less than an hour a sergeant and
fourteen men, who afterwards had to be carried. Finally at 1 in the

afternoon we reached the bottom of a ravine, where we found a river

called the "Cagaling," which is the same stream that flows past

Aringay and has its source on Mount Tonglo. We took our rations

in all haste, as the Igorot were in a commanding position and our

situation was critical. For this reason I wished to gain the height in

order to pass the night in greater safety. At 3 in the afternoon I

commenced the ascent toward the southeast. Halfway up the slope,

which was very steep, rocky, and slippery, the Igorot attacked us with

a shower of stones, but a volley from our side put the enemy to flight,

with the loss of one man killed, whom they carried off. At half past

5 we arrived at a small level place on the flank of a mountain. We
built our camp here and passed a miserable night, during which it

did not cease to rain. This spot is very picturesque. At a short

distance in front we had Mount Tonglo, round which we had walked

and upon which we discerned a village; a big waterfall rushed down
into the Cagaling River at our feet; toward the east were graceful hills

covered with green, and toward the south immense pine forests with

here and there a hut.

Eighth day. We left the camp at 6 in the morning, marching
southeastward. After crossing a small brook we climbed the hill called

"Tamon." On top we saw a group of Igorot without arms who were

shouting that they wished to speak to me. I ordered my men to tell

them, in reply, to approach without fear; but they were unwilling to

come near until I sent them two men as hostages. Thereupon four

Igorot came forward and presented themselves to me tremblingly:

they were from Benguet. They asked me whither we were going; I

answered them that we were going to their town. "And what do

you want to do in Benguet?" they asked. "See your country and

make friends with the Igorot." They told me thereupon that they

were sent by their headman, Dansalit. I presented each one with a

handkerchief and told them to go back to Benguet and assure

Dansalit and their other countrymen that they had nothing to fear,

as I intended no harm to them. They went back to the others and

all disappeared through the cogon, taking their way eastward through

a ravine. In a moment they were out of sight and I took up
the march again. At S I came upon the first pine trees: the road

' Water buffalo. [TRANSLATOR.]
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became quite open no eogon, no underbrush. This fact reassured

me considerably, as I feared a surprise. I halted at 11 at a brook

and had the rations distributed. At 1.30 I continued the inarch,

turning toward the east. The country here is magnificent and,

though it is hilly, one may go on horseback without difficulty. On
all sides we found small valleys, some of them well under cultivation

and all susceptible of producing whatever might be wished.

We saw large herds of carabaos, cows, and horses. The soil was red

and sticky in some places. At 4 in the afternoon we discovered from

the heights the beautiful valley of Benguet, the lovely sight of which

surprised us all, so that even the soldiers gave vent to their admiration

by joyful shouts. On coming nearer we saw a great many people

running in all directions and shouting wildly. I commanded my men
to load the guns, and hoisted a white blanket on a pole as a sign of

peace. But it was all of no effect. I went down hill and on arriving at

the bottom of the valley we found ourselves before a river of considerable

size and of crystalline water. This we forded and shortly afterwards

came upon the beautiful fields of Benguet. We had scarcely advanced

a few paces when two Igorot planted themselves before us, spear in

hand and shouting furiously. I ordered six men to run up to them

and capture them if possible, without doing them any harm. These

men were attacked by the Igorot, who hurled their spears at them, one

of which knocked off the sun helmet of a soldier, but by dint of blows

with the butt ends of the guns the Igorot were at last disarmed and

bound. They were drunk, and nothing was to be got out of them but

menaces and insults. I directed my steps toward a group of houses at

one side of the valley and there halted. Soon afterwards four Igorot

were brought before me, one of them the son of Dansalit. They had

been caught armed, hidden in a well. To the son of Dansalit I expressed

my surprise at the reception they were giving us. I told him to go
back and tell the headmen to come to see me on the following day and

to assure them that no harm would be done them, but that if they
attacked me I would burn down their village.

I put out my sentries and an advance post was on the alert all night.

Benguet is a valley of a league and a half or more in circumference; it is

surrounded with springs, and forms a basin. The soil was very well

cultivated, with immense fields of sweet potatoes, gabe,
1 and sugar cane,

but I saw no paddy in this tract of land. All was well irrigated

and fenced in by dividing lines of earth after the manner of Spain, and

provided with wells. The houses, which numbered some 500, were of

broad pine boards but very dirty. It is in this valley that I have

proposed to establish the capital of the district.*

The night was very quiet, hut the bottom of the valley was covered

with fog. It was very cold, and at 11 o'clock the thermometer stood at

1

1'iiliuliuni. H kitui of esculent root.

"The wortl in the ordinal is "CorrcKimtonto" that is, the district of a Corregidor.
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7 above zero (Reaumur). We saw many fires on the height*, and at

daybreak all the surrounding hills were covered with armed Igorot. 1

perceived at once that their intentions were not the best, I had two
rations served out. At 8 the valley was full of pagans, who little by little

approached our camp with shouts. I detached an officer with twelve
men with orders to keep them back. Shortly afterwards he opened
fire, but without thereby putting the Igorot to flight; and seeing the

officer entirely surrounded by them, I started with twenty men to his

rescue, leaving the rest of my troops drawn up in charge of the other

officer. I also commenced firing together with the first officer, and we
killed a number of people and captured twelve Igorot. We also had
six wounded on our side. The Igorot retired little by little and were

pursued by me as far as the hills after the firing had lasted four

hours. It was already 2 o'clock in the afternoon. I returned to the

camp, which I reached at 3.15, carrying with me my wounded, and the

prisoners, who were all drunk. The pagans, on seeing me retire,

came down the valley again and took up a position at a distance of a

gunshot and a half. During the night half of us slept at a time while

the rest watched, and we were alarmed only a few times by the shouts

of the savages.

Ninth day. At daybreak I found myself again surrounded by the

pagans, who were more furious than the night before. I resolved to

give them a lesson. I started with all my troops and carriers, firing

and making for the largest group of houses. On the way we caught
fifteen prisoners, of whom we left one who had his leg pierced by
a ball. Arriving at the houses, I set fire to them, burning down some

hundred and eighty, and returned to the camp followed by the Igorot

and firing upon them while retiring. After eating I prepared to

take up my return march to the towns. My two guides, Pingui and

Pipiuan, had escaped during the heat of the fight, but as I had

twenty-eight Igorot prisoners I had them put in front with orders to

guide us till we should arrive at Aringay, warning them if they did

not do this I would shoot them, but that if they proved good guides

I would set them free. We started at 2 in the afternoon, going

southwest and climbing one of the hills. The Igorot on seeing us

leave followed our rear guard, but I kept them back by firing a few

shots at them from time to time. At 5 I camped on a level place

on a ridge called "
Vaiara," where I passed the night quietly.

Tenth day. I gave my troops a rest; during the whole day I saw

Igorot only far off. We were surrounded by pine trees.

Eleventh day. We broke camp at dawn, descending a very steep and

stony slope with deep precipices on both sides. At 11 we halted and

in order to make a camp had to cut the cogon and rattan with which

we were surrounded. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon we started again
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and descended continually until 5, when we halted at a brook to pass

the night.

Twelfth day. After following the brook from 4 to 6, AVC passed

through a village of twelve houses called * * *.* The Igorot fled

with much shouting; at 11 we halted in a wood. We marched at 2 in

the afternoon toward the southwest and halted at 5.

Thirteenth day. After some ups and downs, and after having cut

down some tobacco, we reached, at half past 10, the village of Talex,

where I had been already. The inhabitants received me. In the

afternoon I went on descending toward the west, and at 4 camped on

flat ground by a small stream.

Fourteenth day. At daybreak I started, following the stream with

much difficulty, and made a halt at 11 in Rongos, on the banks of the

Aringay River. I started again at 2, following the river, and after

having forded it four times I arrived at 5 at the town of Aringay.

This expedition, though short, served me well for those I made later,

as the Igorot of Benguet shortly afterwards asked me for peace and

have since been my friends. On different expeditions I have passed

eight or ten times through their valley, and, far from attacking me,

they have treated me with kindness, providing me with rice, cows, and

other food. Still, as a consequence of this expedition and of smallpox,

this town has been reduced to about a hundred houses. I am,

however, doing everything possible to make it flourish again, and my
highroad reaches there.

2

1 A blank in the original. [TRANSLATOR.]
2 To-day there are only nine houses in that valley. [AUTHOR'S NOTE.]
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PREFACE

The following report on the Bataks of Palawan has been recently
received from Lieut. E. Y. Miller, governor of Palawan. The additional

information which follows his report is from two papers issued by
the Division of Military Information, Philippines Division the one,

pamphlet No. 16, articles on the tribes of Palawan, translated by Capt.
E. A. Helmick, Tenth Infantry, the other, an article in manuscript, by
Manuel Hugo Venturello, also translated by Captain Helmick.

There is very little authentic information about these people of

Palawan. So far as is known, the photographs taken of them by
Lieutenant Miller, reproductions of which Appear herewith, are the

first which have ever been made of them. It will be noticed that

Lieutenant Miller and the writers of the two other articles are in

close agreement on such details as are given, one supplementing another.

There is at least one group of people in this part of the world

who bear almost the same name as these Bataks of Palawan. They
are the Battas or Battak 1 who live in the northern half of Sumatra,
between 1 and 2 north latitude. Their neighbors on the north are

the well-known Achinese, with whom the Dutch have been so long at

war. The resemblance between the names Batak and Batta, or Battak,

is probably merely accidental and does not indicate any early connection

or relation between the two peoples. Marsden, in his History of

Sumatra, page 294, says of them:

The Battas are in their persons rather below the stature of the Malays, and their

complexions are fairer; which may perhaps be owing to their distance from the sea,

an element they do not at all frequent.

Their complexion removes them a long distance from the Bataks of

Palawan, as does also the fact that they have attained a considerable

degree of culture. They have a language and written characters of

their own. and a large proportion of the people can read and write.

They were, it is true, some years ago known to practice cannibalism,

but cannibalism does not necessarily indicate a low stage of culture,

especially when it is practiced for ceremonial reasons. These references

are made to the Battas of Sumatra to bring out the fact that, although

1 Battak is the plural of Batta. See Keane, Man: Past and Present, p. 245. footnote.
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the name is similar to that of the Bataks of Palawan, there is no reason

for thinking there is any connection between the two peoples.

The courtesy of the officials of the Division of Military Information

in permitting the use of their printed and manuscript information about

the Bataks is gratefully acknowledged. [ED.]
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The peculiar primitive people known as Bataks are to be found in the

mountains in the interior of Palawan, about 40 miles north of Puerto

Princesa, back of the coast villages of Babuyan. Tinitian, and Malcampo.
They number about 600 men, women, and children. Among themselves

they are peaceable and hospitable. Usually several families live in a

single large nipa hut, divided only by lines or sticks on the floor to

mark the limits for each separate family. Each small settlement is

governed by an old man who settles minor disputes or takes them to

the chief of the tribe.

People from other non-Christian tribes and the Christian Filipinos do

not molest the Bataks or encroach on their territory because of the

difficulties encountered in reaching the places where they live and also

from fear of the blowgun, the favorite weapon of the Bataks.

They are a very shy people and do not mingle or intermarry with the

other native tribes, so they have retained their peculiar customs. If a

white person is seen approaching, the women and children will run to the

jungle and hide. It is almost impossible to see even the men unless

arrangements are made in advance with the chief to gather the people

together and to assure them that they need have no fear. Gifts of food

and tobacco and kindly treatment soon win their confidence. They are

then no longer shy and their peculiar customs may be studied.

They resemble somewhat the Negritos of the Philippines, but seem

more like descriptions given by travelers of the wild inhabitants of the

interior of the Malay Peninsula.
2

They have long, kinky hair and

thick lips, and some have hairy faces and bodies. The hair stands out

over the head like a bush. They are small in stature, but well formed.

The men are slender, but the women are usually fat, Fatness seems

to be a mark of beauty among the young women.

They live close to nature. They do not cultivate the soil except to

set out a few plants which yield edible roots, and in a few places plant

small fields of rice. In addition to rice and roots their food consists of

wild hogs, monkeys, snakes, lizards, and honey. Wild animals are

killed by means of the blowgun, from which they shoot a small poisoned

!fiy Act No. 1363 of the Philippine Commission, enacted June 28, 1905, the name of the Province

and Island of Paragua was changed to that of Palawan. In Volume I and in the first part of

Volume II of the publications of The Ethnological Survey the name Paragua was used.

2 The author is doubtless thinking of the Semangs. the name by which the Negritos of the Malay

Peninsula are known, or the Sakais, a people of mixed Xegrito and Malayan blood. [ED.]
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dart. The wound from the dart is not severe, but the poison kills the

animal in a short time. When the game is captured the hunter cuts

out the meat from around the wound and throws it away. The rest is

placed in a bed of coals and roasted. They have no cooking utensils.

Besides the little cultivating which they do, their only industries are

hunting to secure food and gathering almaciga and copal tree gums
which they carry to the coast and trade for rice, beads, and bolos.

1

Their only article of dress is made from the bark of the "bago" tree.

This bark is soaked in a stream until it is soft and is then pounded
between stones until it becomes thin and pliable. The cloth, when

dry, is usually ornamented with colored lines or designs made by

vegetable dyes prepared by the natives. The men wear only the

breechcloth made of this bark cloth, and the women a short skirt of

the same material.
8

For personal adornment the women use dried grasses, shells, and

beads, with which they decorate their hair. They wear also long strips

of colored bejuco around their bodies, decorated bands of bamboo and

shell on the arms and the ankles, and shave the eyebrows. Both men
and women shave the part of the head in front of a line from ear to ear

over the top of the head and anoint their bodies with hog's grease.

They are easily amused and seem to be happy and contented. Their

only diversion is the dancing of the men; the women do not dance.

Each dancer performs alone while a companion keeps time on a native

tom-tom.

The marriage ceremony is interesting. The contracting parties, with

an old man and woman, squat down on either side of a dish of cooked

rice. The old people each take a ball of rice and exchange, then they
hand the balls to the bride and groom, who exchange them again, after

which they eat the rice and the ceremony is ended. Polygyny and

polyandry are permitted, but seem not to be practiced at present.

The Bataks have an extensive knowledge of the use of medicinal herbs

and roots, as is proved by the fact that the Christian Filipinos who live

along the coast of Palawan go to them for medicines. When a death

occurs among them the body is buried and a fire is built around the

grave. The house in which the death occurs is abandoned.

Their religion seems to be a worship of the bird or animal that

happens to abound in their immediate vicinity. Their language is

similar to that spoken by Tagbanua and Palawan tribes of Palawan.

1 Venturello says these forest products HIV collected by the Bataks "only when they are employed
by Christian merchants."

"The skirt reaches from the waist to the knees. Venturello thinks it is "hardly decent, owing to

the minuteness of its dimensions."
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE BATAK PEOPLE

The following information, derived from articles written l>y Kugenio
Morales, of Puerto I'rineesa, and Manuel Hugo Venturello, of the Kime

municipality, is presented to Hiipplement Lieutenant Miller's report:
The Negritos within the municipality of Puerto I'rincesa arc

distributed in the following settlements: Guhmratan Kivcr district,

belonging to the jurisdiction of Malcampo, where the Bataks are without
a chief or known representative, some submitting to the authority of

the village, others being independent and living in the mountains of

the interior; Caruray River district, in the jurisdiction of Tinitian

inhabited by people of the same race living under the same conditions

and with the same customs; Langugan River district, one of the most

important in the municipality because of its large yield of almaciga

(resin), bejuco (rattan), and other valuable natural products, occupied

by Bataks who recognize the cabeza 1

of Tinitian as their chief;

Tarabanan River district, settled by Bataks who recogni/e as chief one

of their own number, a certain Lanawam; Babuyan RiVer district,

also important on account of its valuable products.
'

There are two

settlements on this river one, called "Bayatas," located'' near the

source of the river, a certain Harnal being chief; and the other, called

"Maoyan," near the middle of its course, with a certain Siagauan as

chief, who recognizes the authority of the village of Babuyan.
On the opposite coast are other settlements of Bataks in small

numbers. At Caruray, on the Bay of Tibbon, is a tribe of Bataks with

no known chief, but they recogni/e the authority of the cabeza of

Caruray. Between Malcampo and Barbacan is located the settlement

of Buhayan, which reaches from coast to coast. This tribe is called
"
Buhayanan." They are said to be the bravest and most independent

of all the Bataks and to have preserved more of their savage customs

than other Batak tribes.

A little to the north of Caruray and near the Bay of Tagdunan is

found a tribe called "Tandolanen," who number about twenty,

including men, women, and children. The people of this tribe live

independently of the others, avoid all contact with them, do not form

settlements or permanent dwellings, and occupy points and small

islands, from which fact they get the name of Tandolanen, which

signifies inhabitants of points. Their dialect in a mixture of Tagbanua

and Batak.

These tribes with distinct names are well known, but there are

wandering tribes that seem to have taken tin; name of an animal or

bird or object where the chief or headman happened to be born; for

instance, if the mother gave birth to a son under or near an ipil tree, he

might receive the name "
Ipil."

1 "Cabciui" In a Spanish word inciiiiliiK "head" and wws commonly iwt-d to <Jc*lt?nitt; t|i- headman

of a Hcttlcmcnt.
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Vcnturello says that in spite of investigations extending over twenty

years, and notwithstanding bin intimate relationH with the native tribes,

he haw been unable to determine definitely the origin of the Bataks.

Thin perhaps in not Htrange, but there appears no reason if) doubt that

they belong to the name race an the other Negritos of the Islands and

are all that are left of a formerly more numerous group of Negritos in

Palawan. According to information obtained from the old men of the

tribes, the people of the west coast, especially of the settlement of

Caruray, are the ones from whom the tribes of both coasts sprung.

Accounts given of the physical characteristics of the Bataks differ

slightly. This is to be expected, as the people doubtless differ slightly

in appearance from group to group, and the description given by an

observer is based on some one small group and is not a generalization

made from descriptions of several groups. These differences, however,
:irc imitiiportiint.

Thus: 1

AH to color they do not present the true characteristics of the Negritos, but in

their curly hair, thick lips, etc., they resemble that race very much. In stature

they do not differ from the Tagbanuan and other Filipinos, some being tall and

some short.

Venturello says of them:

These tribes all have the characteristics of the African negro. The kinky hair

is noticeable, but the color is a little lighter and the lips are not so thick. They
are generally of small stature, but there are not wanting those who very much
resemble the African negro.

Rice is planted in such small quantities as to yield hardly enough
to supply them for more than a few months or even days after the

harvest. One writer says that they set out all kinds of plants which

yield edible; roots, but that these amount to little on account of the

custom of planting in one locality one year and moving to another the

following season.

The time of the year which they most enjoy is the season when bees

are most plentiful. During this time young bees and honey form

their principal diet, and as long as these last they do not think of doing

any work. They are said to eat more than double the amount of

food which a man usually eats at one time, but this is on account of

the long intervals between times of eating.

Statements about the disposition of the Batak people at first appear

conflicting. If they are peaceable and friendly, as a number of people
who know them say they are, why are they feared by other tribes

and why have they such a reputation for using bows and arrows against

their enemies? The probable explanation is simple. It is quite possible

that among themselves they are peaceable but that they have been

i Morales, Division of Military Information, No. 16, p. 26.
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so harassed by people of other tribes that they have come to look upon
a stranger as an enemy and to treat him as such. It is more than

likely, however, that when a stranger has gained their confidence

they are perfectly friendly. Doubtless in times past these little blacks

have been many times attacked by the Malayan tribes and forced

to abandon their homes and to seek others in less accessible places.

Negritos in other parts of the Philippines are timid and anxious

to avoid strangers. It has been noticed in Surigao that the Mamanuas
who make every effort to escape from strangers will on the occasion

of a second meeting, even if it is accidental, give a friendly, confiding
smile and show no desire to run away.
The Bataks of Tarabanan and Langugan are said to have killed

prisoners who escaped from the Spanish authorities and fled into the

interior of the island. It is easy to believe, however, that these escaped

prisoners treated the Bataks in such a way as to force them to retaliate.

All offenses and crimes less than murder and adultery are punishable

by whipping. In the case of murder the brother, father, or other

relative has the right to take vengeance in the same hour that the crime

was committed, and if he does not do this is entitled to a fine of

100 chenantin, which has the value with them of about 20 pesos,

Mexican currency. But the adjusters of the fine have the power of

making the equivalent of the chenantin 1 peso. As marriage among
the Bataks is indissoluble, adultery is punished only by whipping; but if

the husband gives his consent, the woman may go with the other man,
the latter paying a fine of not less than 100 bandi; if the husband

withholds his consent, the adulterer, even though he does not possess

himself of the woman, must pay a fine of 100 bandi. If the husband is

willing, both men may have the same woman and live in the same

house, but in this case the second husband is no more than a servant

for the first. The first has all the authority and does no work. The

same rule applies when a man has two wives.

If a boy wishes to marry a girl he has the right to ask for her, paying
later a bandi (price or fine), as do the Tagbanuas of Apurahuan. Their

marriages are accompanied by no religious ceremony as those of the

Tagbanuas are. The rice ceremony has been described already. If the

parties are rich or powerful a feast follows the ceremony.
At the birth of a child a name is given to it which is suggested by the

place of birth, though there is no ceremony of any kind. The child often

bears a Christian name.

All diseases which are of a contagious nature become pestilences

among the Bataks, because they are extremely filthy and diseases are

easily communicated. Even catarrh is a scourge among them. They
are said to quarantine or drive out of the tribe those who suffer from

it, and in time past even buried them alive. The most common

diseases are pustules and herpes and other local troubles.
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They have no means of writing as the Tagbanuas have. When
one person wishes to communicate with another he makes use of

an object that suggests the idea he desires to impart. The young
of both sexes make use of this means of communication when they

desire to express their love, and as it has been practiced from a very

early age they can understand with great ease.

Venturello gives one of their religious myths which it may be well to

present in full: These tribes, like the Tagbanuas, believe in the god
called "Maguimba," who in remote times came among them at the

calling of a Babailan to supply their necessities and to cure the sick and

raise the dead. Having been deceived and angered at one time by the

Tandolanen, all of the races from the east to the west of the island were

cursed and deprived of their god. The following is an account of this

crime against their god: One day the Tandolanen, wishing to test the

power of their god, caught a large shark and wrapped its dead body in

a nipa mat, and with false tears and bewailings called upon the god

"Maguimba" through the Babailan. 1
It was the habit of the god to

appear in certain cases in the form of a man, and so in this case he

presented himself to the assembled people and asked where the deceased

was, to which those present replied pointing to the nipa bundle in the

center of the room. The god arose and blessed it and opened the

bundle, wThen the shark was found to be alive and active as if it were in

the sea. Upon seeing this deception the god was greatly angered and

thundered forth a sentence, declaring that from that day he would cease

to succor them when they appealed to him, and cursed them, declaring

that all the tribes of their race would remain subject to all kinds of

suffering and death, and that he would never again raise them from the

dead. When he had said this a lizard mysteriously presented itself

and spoke these words like a man: "Celi celi manli,
"

which, being

interpreted, signifies, "Your sons will succeed you, then you will die."

And so it happened; to this day the people are greatly afraid to hurt

or kill the chameleon, that sometimes turns green and puffs out his

throat upon the approach of man. Should one of these little harmless

animals fall on the right arm of a man it is considered a sign that the

entire family of this- man will soon die; but should it fall on the left

arm it signifies the death of some relative only.

When this god separated himself from these people after the curse,

they substituted for him the god Paraen who was married to Benguelen,
whose powers extended only to the bodily ailments and who was called

upon by the Babailan only when they were curing some disease. These

people claim that when the god Maguimba became offended at the

deception of the Tandolanen and left them he joined the god of the

Christians.

Babailan is a native Philippine word which is applied to an exorcist a man or woman, usually
old whose aid is asked, especially in cases of sickness.
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In a footnote to Venturello's paper Captain Hchnick gives the

following account of people whom he saw in Palawan. It would seem

that many of the people whom he describes were not pure Negritos:

The few Bataks that I have seen confirm the author's statement as to their

general appearance. Those I saw, with the exception of the chief, were below

medium height, but had well-formed heads and splendidly developed bodies.

One had decidedly frizzly hair, but the others had wavy hair and their lips were

not so thick as the negro's. The chief was a man of medium size and well

developed. I sent for them to meet me at the annual fiesta of the barrio of

Tinitian, in the municipality of Puerto Princesa, Palawan. They could not be

prevailed upon to bring their women, and were so timid that upon approach of my
party they fled from the village and were persuaded with difficulty to return.

Their dress consisted of a belt and breech pieces of bark which were certainly very

much abbreviated, as the author [Venturello] states. Their arms consisted of

bows and arrows and blowguns. They were so fond of the liquor prepared for

them that nearly all of them became drunk.
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ROOTS, definition of Nabaloi 106

, examples of combinations of,

with particles 141, 142

SAKAI, a tribe of the Malay Penin-

sula Footnote 183

SALCEDO, JUAN DE, discoverer of

Zambales 25

SAN MARCELINO, number of Negritos
in ; 31

SANTA Ffi, vocabulary from 81, 83

SANTO TOMAS, mountain of 173

SARO, dice game played by Negritos.. 49

SCARIFICATION among Negritos 36

SEMANGS, a tribe of the Malay Penin-

sula Footnote 183

SEWING, Nabaloi terms for articles

used in 154

Si, abbreviation of, in Nabaloi 107

, article used with proper names
in Nabaloi 107

SIAGANAN, Batak chief 185
SIGNS employed in writing Nabaloi.... 105

SINGING, Ibaloi manner of 148-150

, Negrito manner of 51

SKIN disease, Negrito indifference to.. 67

SLAVERY, existence of, among Ne-

gritos 63

SMALLPOX patients, treatment of,

among Negritos ". 67

SNAKES eaten by Bataks 183

SMOKING, prevalence and manner of,

among Negritos 62

SOCIAL terms in Nabaloi 165, 166

SOCIETY, state of Negrito 23

SONGS, Ibaloi 148-150
of the Negritos 50

SORSOGON, Negritos in 17
SOUTHERN islands, distribution of

Negritos in 20
SPAN of arms of Negritos 75

SPIRITS, Negritos' belief in 65
STATURE of Bataks 183

of Battas of Sumatra.... 181

Page
STATURE of Malays 181

of Negritos 33

SUBIG, vocabulary from 8183
SUMATRA, MARSDEN'S HISTORY OF,

quoted 181

SUPERSTITIONS of Negritos 65

SURIGAO, Mamanuas of 22, 187

SUFFIX an in Nabaloi 106, 127

en in Nabaloi 127

TABAO, name of a plain in Benguet.. 174

TABLAS, Negritos at Odiungan in 20

TAGALOG language, invasion of Zam-
bal territory 28

TAGBANUAS, marriage of 187

, stature of 186

, tribe of Palawan Island 22, 184, 185

, writing of 187

TAGDUNAN, bay on the shore of Pala-

wan 185

TALEX, village of Benguet 178

TANDOLANEN, tribe of Bataks 185, 188

TAMON, hill in Benguet 175

TARABANAN, Bataks of 187

, river of Palawan 185

TAYABAS, distribution of Negritos in.. 18

TEETH, filing the, among Negritos 36

TEMPERATURE in Benguet 176

TENSE, the continuative, in Nabaloi.. 129

, formation of past and future 125

, future, how expressed 119

, past, how formed 129

, past, how expressed 119
of verbal forms 129

TERRITORY of Ibaloi Igorot, extent of.. 99

THEFT, punishment for, among Ne-

gritos 62

TIBBON, bay on the shore of Palawan.. 185

TINITIAN, village of Palawan 183, 185

TOBACCO, cultivated by the Igorot of

Benguet Footnote 173
sold by Negritos 44
used by Negritos 62

TOE, reason for turning inward among
Negritos 63

TONGLO, mountain of Luzon 173, 175

TOOLS, iron, Nabaloi terms for 154

TORTURE, use of the con-de-mdn by
Negritos .-. 63

TRANSITIVE VERBS, examples of, in

Nabaloi 134

, conjugation of, in Nabaloi 133, 134

TRANSPOSITION of vowels in Nabaloi.. 105
TRAPS USED BY NEGRITOS for catch-

ing birds 46
for catching deer 45

TUBAO, barrio of Ago6 173

UNITS of value, Negritos' acquaint-
ance with 64

UTENSILS, terms for, in Nabaloi 153

VAIARA, a locality in Benguet 177

VENTURELLO, MANUEL HUGO, author

of article on tribes of Pala-

wan .. .. 181, 185
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VENTURELLO, MANUEL HUGO, quoted
on religious myths of Bataks..

, quoted on Bataks Footnotes

VERB, formation and general charac-

ter of, In Nabaloi

, similarity of, in Nabaloi to verb of

other Philippine dialects

VERBAL forms of varying degrees of

intensity

Page

188
184

126

126

139

VERBS, paradigms of 128136
VOCABULARY, Nabaloi 151-171

, Negrito 79-83

WEAPONS, terms for, in Nabaloi 153
used by Negritos 43, 44, 46, 47

WOODEN ware, Nabaloi terms for

articles of

WRITING Nabaloi, difficulty of

, question of former knowledge of,

among Ibaloi

Page

153
101

147

ZAMBALS, ancient customs of 25

, backwardness of 27

, former close contact of, with

Negritos 28

, religion of 26

, vocabularies of 80, 82

ZtrftiGA quoted on former dominion
of Negritos 16

mentions Negritos in Bulacan 19
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